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ABSTRACT 
Agriculturally related industries are routinely among the most hazardous work 
environments. Workplace injuries directly impact labor-market outcomes including income 
reduction, job loss, and health of the injured workers. In addition to medical and indemnity costs, 
workplace incidents include indirect costs such as equipment damage and repair, incident 
investigation time, training new personnel for replacement of the injured ones, an increase in 
insurance premiums for the year following the incidents, a slowdown of production schedules, 
damage to companies’ reputation, and lowering the workers’ motivation to return to work. The 
main purpose of incident analysis is the derivation and development of preventative measures 
from injury data. Applying proper analytical tools aimed at discovering the causes of 
occupational incidents is essential to gain useful information that contributes in preventing those 
incidents in future. Insight gained from the analyses of workers’ compensation data can 
efficiently direct preventative activities at high-risk industries. Since incidents arise from a 
combination of factors rather than a single cause, research on occupational incidents must go 
deeper into identifying the underlying causes and their relationship through applying more 
comprehensive analyses. Therefore, this study aimed at identifying underlying patterns in 
occupational injury occurrence and costs using data mining and predictive modeling techniques 
instead of traditional statistical methods. Utilizing a workers’ compensation claims dataset, the 
objectives of this study were to: investigate the use of predictive modeling techniques in 
forecasting future claims costs based on historical data; identify distinctive patterns of high-cost 
occupational injuries; and examine how well machine learning methods work in finding the 
predictive relationship between factors influencing occupational injuries and workers’ 
compensation claims occurrence and severity. The results lead to a better understanding of injury 
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patterns, identification of prevalent causes of occupational injuries, and identification of high-
risk industries and occupations. Therefore, various stakeholders such as policymakers, insurance 
companies, safety standard writers, and manufacturers of safety equipment can use the findings 
of the study to plan for remedial actions and revise safety standards. The implementation of 
safety measures by agribusiness organizations can prevent occupational injuries, save lives, and 
reduce the occurrence and cost of such incidents in agricultural work environments. 
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CHAPTER 1.    GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Occupational safety incidents threaten employees’ lives, damage employers’ human 
capital (Shin, Oh, & Yi, 2011), and are considered as a major public health issue (Utterback et 
al., 2012). Occupational injury management is a significant component of safety engineering and 
plays an important economic role in most of industries (Bevilacqua, Ciarapica, & Giacchetta, 
2008). Thus, effective management of occupational injuries plays a pivotal role in running 
successful economies driven by agriculture, manufacturing, and service industries (Jilcha & 
Kitaw, 2017). According to the International Labor Organization (ILO), an average of 4% of a 
given country’ gross national product is spent on safety incidents and work-related diseases 
(Shin, Oh, & Yi, 2011). Therefore, it is necessary to learn from past documented fatal and non-
fatal occupational incidents to begin initiatives needed to reduce the likelihood of future 
incidents (Field et al., 2014). Analyses of injury statistics are useful in defining characteristics of 
occupational incidents (Pietilä, Räsänen, Reiman, Ratilainen, & Helander, 2018; Hovden, 
Albrechtsen, & Herrera, 2010; Ciarapica & Giacchetta, 2009). 
Although there is no single data source to address all occupational injuries in the United 
States, workers’ compensation claims collected at the employer level provide a valuable, but 
underutilized major resource for gaining insights about occupational incidents (Wurzelbacher et 
al., 2016). Workers’ compensation provides cash and covers medical and indemnity costs for 
workers who experience injuries or illnesses as a result of their employment and provides 
benefits to the survivors of workers killed at work (Szymendera, 2016). Workers’ compensation 
programs are state-level insurance programs that provide medical care and income replacement 
benefits for people injured at work (Dillender & Allan Hunt, 2017). The first workers’ 
compensation law to cover certain federal civilian workers was enacted in 1908 in the United 
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States (Fishback & Kantor, 1996). Today, workers’ compensation coverage is more than 100 
years old in 32 states. There are three main types of workers’ compensation claims—medical, 
temporary disability, and permanent disability—among which the greatest costs are imposed by 
permanent disability. The most common claims are medical even though these represent a small 
share of the overall payments. Sources of workers’ compensation insurance consist of private 
insurance carriers, state-funded, or self-insured (Baldwin & McLaren, 2016). According to the 
National Council on Compensation Insurance (2015), workers’ compensation insurance is 
considered as a unique line of business since it balances the interests of many system 
stakeholders to protect and retain the jobs of injured employees and their families, to employers, 
medical providers, insurance companies, regulators, and states. In the United States, even though 
the medical and indirect costs of occupational injuries are sizable, workers’ compensation covers 
less than 25 percent of injury costs, which imposes economic burdens on all members of the 
society (Leigh, 2011). 
The major goal of occupational incident analysis is to better understand safety incidents 
to identify the causes of injuries and design adequate prevention measures (Jacinto, Canoa, & 
Guedes Soares, 2009). Workers’ compensation data are important for understanding the extent of 
occupational injuries and deploying necessary interventions to protect workers (Wurzelbacher et 
al., 2016). While not all workers’ compensation claims data are the same in terms of the volume 
of information, they often include structured information on the cause and nature of the injury, 
disability type, costs for medical care, rehabilitation, and partial wage replacement, and may also 
include demographic information (age, sex, job tenure, occupation) on the injured workers as 
well as their employer (industry, employee payroll, prior claim history) and unstructured 
narrative description of the injury (Wurzelbacher et al., 2016). Analysis of workers’ 
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compensation claims is an effective and economical tool in identifying essential information 
regarding injury preventative interventions (Utterback et al., 2012). Therefore, analyzing 
workers’ compensation claims can contribute to identifying underlying patterns in workers’ 
injuries and improving safety outcomes in the work environments (Douphrate, Rosecrance, 
Reynolds, Stallones, & Gilkey, 2009). This is especially true in high hazard industries such as 
agribusiness.  
Agribusiness is defined as the “sum of all operations involved in manufacture and 
distribution of farm supplies, production operations on the farm, and the storage, processing, and 
distribution of farm commodities” (Zylbersztajn, 2017). Agribusiness industries refer to the 
organizations, business administrations, and industries engaged in agriculture and agriculturally 
related products and services (Fleet, 2016). In agribusiness industries, incidents happen through a 
combination of activities, causes, different machines, and equipment in diverse scenarios in 
which workers suffer injuries with various severity levels (Robert, Elisabeth, & Josef, 2015). In 
this study, a large workers’ compensation claim dataset from a leading insurance company in the 
Midwest of the United States was utilized. The data included more than 39,000 occupational 
injuries that occurred in various agribusiness industries between 2008 and 2016. The claims were 
submitted by various agribusiness industries such as grain elevators, agronomy organizations, 
food processing and feed milling operations, livestock industries, poultry, trucking, equipment 
dealers, dairy operations, biofuel facilities, farm stores, refined fuels, and general agricultural 
companies. While obtaining occupational injury data for the mentioned industries is a challenge, 
workers’ compensation claims are a viable source for providing insights on injury characteristics 
in the agribusiness industries. The overall motivation of this study was to investigate the 
information on injury and injured employees from the given dataset using statistical, data 
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mining, and predictive modeling techniques to provide insight on occupational incidents and 
identify factors that contribute in predicting future incidents claims costs. 
Purpose of Research 
Agriculturally related industries are routinely among the most hazardous work 
environments (Field et al., 2014). Every year, thousands of occupational incidents occur in 
agribusiness industries (Pawlak & Nowakowicz-Dębek, 2015). Workplace injuries have direct 
impact on labor-market outcomes including income reduction, job loss, and health of the injured 
workers (Boden, O’Leary, Applebaum, & Tripodis, 2016). In addition to medical and indemnity 
costs, workplace incidents include indirect costs such as equipment damage and repair, incident 
investigation time, training new personnel for replacement of the injured ones, an increase in 
insurance premiums for the year following the incidents, a slowdown of production schedules, 
damage to companies’ reputation, and lowering the workers’ motivation to return to work 
(Gavious, Mizrahi, Shani, & Minchuk, 2009). 
The main purpose of incident analysis is the derivation and development of preventative 
measures from injury data. To meet that goal, analysis of injury reports can significantly improve 
the information about incidents (Robert, Elisabeth, & Josef, 2015). Reliable estimation of 
potential incidents’ costs can help managers to define, implement, and improve safety measures 
from an economic-managerial perspective (Gavious, Mizrahi, Shani, & Minchuk, 2009). 
Applying proper analytical tools aimed at discovering the causes of occupational incidents is 
essential to gain useful information that contributes in preventing those incidents in future 
(Salguero-Caparros, Suarez-Cebador, & Rubio-Romero, 2015). Insight gained from the analyses 
of workers’ compensation data can efficiently direct preventative activities at high-risk industries 
(Wurzelbacher et al., 2016). Since incidents arise from a combination of factors rather than a 
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single cause, research on occupational incidents must go deeper into identifying the underlying 
causes and their relationship through applying more comprehensive analyses (Jacinto, Canoa, & 
Guedes Soares, 2009). Therefore, this study aimed at identifying underlying patterns in 
occupational injury occurrence and costs by using data mining and predictive modeling 
techniques instead of traditional statistical methods. 
Utilizing a workers’ compensation claims dataset, the objectives of this study were to: (1) 
investigate the use of predictive modeling techniques in forecasting future claims costs based on 
historical data; (2) identify distinctive patterns of high-cost occupational injuries; and (3) 
examine how well machine learning methods work in finding the predictive relationship between 
factors influencing occupational injuries and workers’ compensation claims occurrence 
(frequency of incidents) and severity (cost of claims). 
The results of this study lead to a better understanding of injury patterns, identification of 
prevalent causes of occupational injuries, and identification of high-risk industries and 
occupations. Therefore, various stakeholders such as policymakers, insurance companies, safety 
standard writers, and manufacturers of safety equipment can use the findings of the study to plan 
for remedial actions and revise safety standards. The implementation of safety measures by 
agribusiness organizations can prevent occupational injuries, save lives, and reduce the 
occurrence and cost of such incidents in agricultural work environments. 
Research Questions 
The overarching goal of this study was to identify underlying patterns of occupational 
injuries in agribusiness industries and determine factors associated with the frequency and 
severity of potential injuries. This dissertation includes three separate studies, each of which 
addressed specific research objectives. 
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The first study focused on predicting monetary loss of future injuries for severe incidents 
that historically had a total incurred amount equal to or more than $100,000. The research 
questions examined were: 
i. What are the statistical distributions that fit claim with low frequency and high costs? 
ii. What is the regression model with the most predictivity power for future injury cost 
estimation? 
iii. What factors from workers’ compensation claims data are influential in increasing the 
cost of claims? 
The second study focused on identifying high-risk subgroups in agribusiness industries. 
The incidents whose summation of medical costs, indemnity costs, and other relevant expenses 
exceeded $100,000 were classified as high-risk (severe) injuries. The research questions 
examined were: 
i. Are there distinctive patterns in severe injuries among adult workers in selected 
agribusiness industries? 
ii. What are the characteristics of high-cost injuries? 
iii. What are the most prevalent injury type, cause, and nature in severe incidents? 
iv. What occupations are prone to high injury costs? 
v. Are patterns in severe injuries predictable based on the historical data? 
The third study focused on evaluating the performance of machine learning methods in 
accurately classifying and predicting severity of injuries. The claims in the dataset have two 
statuses. Open claims refer to those which will continue to cost for the parties involved while 
closed claims refer to those which were fully paid and no longer cost for the parties involved. 
Considering closed claims, the total cost of medical care, indemnity, and other relevant expenses 
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were used to create a new variable called “severity” with two levels: claims with total incurred 
cost between zero to ten thousand dollars were classified as non-severe; claims with total 
incurred cost above $10,000 were classified as severe. The research questions examined were: 
i. What are the factors that contribute to severity class prediction in workers’ compensation 
claims? 
ii. How well do machine learning techniques model and classify the severity of occupational 
injuries in agribusiness industries? 
Data and Methodological Approach 
The workers’ compensation claims dataset used in this study were provided by a major 
private insurance company in the Midwest of the United States that specializes in insurance 
products for agribusiness industries. The claims were submitted by various agribusiness 
industries over eight years from 2008 to 2016. The data consisted of 39,782 rows and 34 
columns. Each row included the information regarding the reported injury. However, the data did 
not include any information that could be used to identify the injured employees or their 
employers. Using the demographic data, the age and tenure of injured workers on the incident 
date were calculated and added to the dataset as new variables. Also, the summation of medical 
costs, indemnity costs, and expenses was calculated and used as a new variable called “sum.” 
The dataset had some negative values for medical and indemnity costs and other expenses. Also, 
some rows included several missing information that hindered the analysis. Thus, the data was 
cleaned by imputing those negative cost values, and missing datapoints. Finally, a total of 37,016 
datapoints were available for analysis. The variables extracted from original data and used in the 
study are shown in Table 1. 
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The dependent variable in this study was the summation of medical costs, indemnity 
compensation, and expenses. For studies in chapters 2 and 3 of this dissertation, the dependent 
variable was “sum.” In chapter 3, “sum” is used for binary classification; “NS” represented non-
severe injuries with a sum of less than or equal to $10,000 and “S” represented severe injuries 
with a sum of more than $10,000. This classification information was added to the data as a new 
column called “severity.” A detailed description of variables used in studies one, two, and three 
are provided in the relevant chapters. 
Table 1: Variables used in the Study Derived from the Original Dataset 
Column 
Name 
Description Column Name Description 
Effective 
year 
Submitting year of the claim Market 
Type of agribusiness industry 
related to co-ops and elevators 
Sex Gender of injured worker Occupation Job category of injured worker 
Claim status If the claim is open or closed Claim description 
Text narrative of the incident 
resulting in injury 
Age Age of injured worker Tenure 
Experience (years) on the job for 
injured worker 
Body part Body part(s) inured Type of injury 
If injury is medical, disability or 
fatal 
Cause of 
injury 
Main cause of injury Body part group 
General category of injured 
body part(s) 
Nature of 
injury 
Main nature of injury 
Cause of injury 
group 
General category of main cause 
of injury 
Total 
incurred 
amount 
Monetary loss paid on a 
claim 
Nature of injury 
group 
General category of main nature 
of injury 
Medical 
Cost of medical care of 
injured worker 
Expenses 
General other costs involved in 
processing a claim 
Indemnity 
Cost paid as compensation 
for the injured worker out-
of-work 
Sum 
Summation of medical, 
indemnity and expenses 
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Out of 37,016 claims filed from 2008 to 2016, 90.65% have closed status, and 9.35% are 
open claims that will continue to incur costs for the parties involved.  Up to this point, the 
company has not provided any updates on the open claims status change, and the study was done 
based on the claim status in the original dataset. 
The preliminary analysis of data was done to gain insight about the most frequent injured 
body parts, main injury cause, nature, and their groups. Considering the injured body parts, there 
are 53 levels, with lower back area as the most frequent (13.08%), followed by finger(s), 
shoulder(s), knee, hand, eye(s), soft tissues, ankle, foot, multiple body parts, wrist, lower arm, 
lower leg, thumb, elbow, chest, abdomen, upper leg, upper arm, and upper back area, all of 
which have frequency between 458 and 3,353 (between 1% and 9%). The injured body parts 
with less than 1% frequency (between 4 and 359 incidents) include wrist(s) and hand(s), skull, 
multiple upper extremities, hip, body systems and multiple body systems, lumbar and/or sacral 
vertebrae (vertebra NOC trunk), lungs, teeth, ear(s), great toe, mouth, multiple lower extremities, 
nose, toes, multiple trunk, pelvis, facial bones, brain, buttocks, multiple head injury, disc, 
vertebrae, internal organs, sacrum and coccyx, spinal cord, multiple neck injury, heart, whole 
body, trachea, artificial appliance, and larynx. 
Regarding the main cause of injury, there are 71 levels. Lifting is the dominant cause 
present in 3,171 injuries. Strain or injury by (2,791), object being lifted or handled (2,759), 
fall/slip/trip (2,505), pushing or pulling (1,569), foreign matter (body) in eye(s) (1,444), falling 
or flying object (1,345), from different level (elevation) (1,241), on same level (1,188), on ice or 
snow (1,165), cut/puncture/scrape (1,134), and hand tool or utensil (not powered) (1,058) are the 
next most frequent causes of injuries after lifting. Among 45 nature of injury levels, the most 
prevalent are strain or tear (31.75%), contusion (15.56%), and laceration (14.13%). Sprain or 
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tear, fracture, foreign body, burn, puncture, crushing, and inflammation all have a frequency 
between 467 and 2,559 (1.26% to 7.02%). 
Table 2 shows the distribution of claims based on the type of injury. The most frequent 
injury type is medical, which counts for 75.80% of all occupational injuries, while the least 
frequent is permanent total disability, which constitutes only 0.02% of all claims. The most 
frequent body part groups of injury include upper extremities, lower extremities, and trunk, with 
37.385, 22.05%, and 20.44%, respectively, followed by head (13.23%), multiple body parts 
(5.69%), and neck (0.02%). Nearly all (98.40%) injuries have the nature group of specific 
injuries. The most prevalent causes of injuries are strain or injury by, and the least frequent is 
rubbed or abraded by. The frequency and percentage of injuries based on type of injury, injured 
body part group, nature group of the injury, and cause group of the injury are shown in Tables 2, 
3, 4, and 5. 
Using information about birth date, hiring date, and injury date of the injured workers, 
age and tenure were calculated and added as new columns with the same title to the dataset. The 
information about the age and tenure of injured workers is depicted in Table 6. Gender-wise, 
82.97% of injured workers were male, 16.95% were female, and 0.08% were classified as 
“unidentified gender.” Table 7 shows the percentage of injuries in each agribusiness industry 
based on the gender distribution. 
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Table 2: Summary of Injury Type 
Type of Injury Frequency Percentage 
Medical Only 28057 75.80% 
Temporary Total or Temporary Partial Disability 4432 11.97% 
Permanent Partial Disability 4368 11.80% 
Minor Permanent Partial Disability 67 0.18% 
Fatality 64 0.17% 
Major Permanent Partial Disability 19 0.05% 
Permanent Total Disability 9 0.02% 
Total 37016 100.00% 
 
 
Table 3: Summary of Injured Body Part Group 
Body part group Frequency Percentage 
Upper Extremities 13835 37.38% 
Lower Extremities 8161 22.05% 
Trunk 7566 20.44% 
Head 4897 13.23% 
Multiple Body Parts 2106 5.69% 
Neck 451 1.22% 
Total 37016 100.00% 
 
 
Table 4: Summary of Injury Nature Group 
Nature group Frequency Percentage 
Specific Injury 36423 98.40% 
Occupational Disease or Cumulative 
Injury 
413 1.12% 
Multiple Injuries 180 0.49% 
Total 37016 100.00% 
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Table 5: Summary of injury Cause Group 
Cause group Frequency Percentage 
Strain or Injury By 10230 27.64% 
Fall, Slip, or Trip Injury 8195 22.14% 
Struck or Injured By 5184 14.01% 
Cut, Puncture, Scrape - Injured By 3978 10.75% 
Miscellaneous Causes 3440 9.29% 
Caught In, Under, or Between 2201 5.95% 
Burn or Scald – Heat or Cold Exposures – 
Contact With 
1327 3.59% 
Motor Vehicle 1200 3.24% 
Striking Against or Stepping On 1191 3.22% 
Rubbed or Abraded By 70 0.19% 
Total 37016 100.00% 
  
 
Table 6: Summary Statistics for Age and Tenure of Injured Workers (in years) 
Summary Statistic Age Tenure 
Minimum 14.4 0 
Maximum 89.6 58.8 
Mean 41.4 5 
Median 41.3 1.9 
Standard deviation 13.7 7.4 
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Table 7: Injury Percentage Per Gender Industry-wise 
Agribusiness 
Industry 
Female 
Frequency 
Male 
Frequency 
Unidentified 
Gender Frequency 
Agronomy 10.03% 89.94% 0.04% 
Biofuel 5.76% 94.24% 0.00% 
Dairy 15.51% 84.23% 0.27% 
Equipment Dealers 2.51% 97.49% 0.00% 
Farm Stores 30.07% 69.93% 0.00% 
Feed Mill 5.34% 94.60% 0.06% 
Food 12.48% 87.39% 0.13% 
Food processing 31.23% 68.68% 0.10% 
Fruits, vegetables 
and nuts 
29.74% 70.06% 0.20% 
General Ag 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
Grain 6.61% 93.26% 0.13% 
Grain Milling 10.00% 90.00% 0.00% 
Livestock 22.85% 77.12% 0.04% 
Nursery-
Greenhouse 
28.29% 71.59% 0.13% 
Poultry 31.18% 68.78% 0.05% 
Refine fuels 28.03% 71.93% 0.05% 
Trucking 29.04% 70.71% 0.25% 
 
Data mining and predictive modeling are the general methodological approaches for this 
research. Data mining includes applying statistical analyses to retrieve information and uncover 
hidden patterns of variables in a dataset (Cheng, Leu, Cheng, Wu, & Lin, 2012). Predictive 
modeling is the use of historical data to forecast future events by capturing relationships between 
explanatory (independent or input) variables and predicted (dependent) variables from past 
events and applying them to predict future outcomes (Frees, Derrig, & Meyers, 2014). In other 
words, predictive analysis is the process of identifying meaningful patterns in data based on data 
mining techniques, machine learning methods, and statistical analysis (Abbott, 2014). In recent 
years, computational methods in data mining and statistical analysis have been developed to 
derive meaningful and actionable conclusions from historical data to improve injury prevention 
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efforts in the workplace (Dury, 2015). Using data mining and predictive modeling in analyzing 
occupational injury datasets can show new cause-effect relationships by identifying the most 
important predictive variables of injuries and highlighting potential risk groups (Emanuele, 
2016). To introduce proper prevention measures, risk identification based on quantitative 
methods is required (Occhionero, Ghersi, Prandini, Korpinen, & Gobba, 2017). 
This study utilized different data mining and predictive modeling techniques based on the 
research objectives in each chapter: generalized linear regression modeling and Monte-Carlo 
simulation in chapter 2; latent class analysis and neural networks in chapter 3; and support vector 
machines, boosting trees, and Naïve Bayes in chapter 4. A review of literature for each method 
and its application in the field of injury analysis and prediction is discussed in the following. 
The study in chapter 2 focused on predicting future costs of claims in agribusiness 
industries with high cost claims. High cost claims are those with the summation of medical costs, 
indemnity compensations, and other expenses equal to or exceeding $100,000. Due to the 
importance of claims cost on financial operating expenses of insurance companies, insurers, 
investors, policy makers, and regulators are interested in models that can describe the behavior of 
such expenses (Shi & Frees, 2010). Also, to estimate a pure premium for an insured individual, 
predicting expected claim costs based on historical insurance data is necessary (Bortoluzzo, 
Claro, Caetano, & Artes, 2011).  Predicting future claim costs with high accuracy is important 
for estimating future company liabilities (Frees & Valdez, 2008). The challenge in predicting 
insurance claims with high costs is to determine proper statistical distributions before modeling 
the data (Bortoluzzo, Claro, Caetano, & Artes, 2011). 
To address claims with high costs and low frequency, generalized linear regression 
models with heavy-tailed distributions such as gamma, Weibull, exponential, and lognormal can 
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be used (Boland, 2006; Achieng, 2010; Packová, 2015; Nath & Das, 2016). Various studies have 
used heavy-tailed distribution and predictive modeling using generalized regression models to 
address claims with high costs and low frequency in different insurance companies (Garrido, 
Genest, & Schulz, 2016; Dlugosz, Mammenb, & Wilke, 2017; Fernández-Gámez, Gil-Corral, & 
Galán-Valdivieso, 2016; Tang, 2007; Ravi & Butar, 2010; and Cerchiara, Edwards, & Gambini, 
2008). Due to the infrequent presence of large claims in the workers’ compensation dataset in 
this study, a Monte-Carlo simulation was applied to test the performance of the generalized 
linear models in predicting future claims costs. Using simulation methodology to determine the 
distribution and estimation of future claim costs is beneficial in insurance risk management 
(Mucha, Pales, & Sakalova, 2016). Monte-Carlo simulation is a well-adopted simulation 
methodology for predicting future claims costs based on the distribution of historical data in 
insurance premium setting and claim analyses (Hahn, 2017; Asmussen, 2017; Fish, Halcoussis, 
& Phillips, 2017; Peters, Targinox, & Wuthrich, 2017; Mingoti & Matos, 2012; Koehler, Brown, 
& Haneuse, 2009). 
The second study, presented in chapter 3, aimed at identifying higher risk groups in 
agribusiness industries to provide insights about the characteristics of these groups and 
contribute to informed decision-making in planning prevention measures in workplace. Two 
major challenges in safety analyses are the heterogeneous nature of safety data and 
understanding the relationship between injury severities and influential factors to select and 
implement safety countermeasures (Sasidharan, Wu, & Menendez, 2015). Analyzing 
occupational incidents based on industry and the injured characteristics is significant in 
evaluating occupational injury risks, identifying causes of incidents, and managing prevention 
planning (Eiac, 2004). 
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To categorize subgroups with similar risk profiles, latent class analysis was used. Latent 
class analysis is a mathematical method to classify the variables into meaningful groups using 
identifying variables that best distinguish them (Polacheka, Fung, Putnam, Meltzer-Brody, & 
Vigoda, 2017). Using latent class analysis, homogeneous groups within a heterogeneous 
population are identified (Larsen, Pedersen, Friis, & GluÈmer, 2017). Various studies have used 
latent class analysis to classify and characterize groups with higher risk of injuries based on 
insurance data in transportation and crash incident severity classification and analysis (Jin et al., 
2018; Sasidharan, Wu, & Menendez, 2015; Mannering, Shankar, & Bhat, 2016; Cerwick, 
Gkritza, & Shaheed, 2014; Kumar & Toshniwal, 2015; Shaheed & Gkritza, 2014; Fountas, 
Anastasopoulos, & Mannering, 2018). After categorizing all injuries into distinctive groups using 
latent class analysis, neural network predictive modeling was conducted to investigate whether 
the identified classes can be used in predicting future costs and characteristics of injuries, and to 
predict the probability that a future injury is most likely to belong to which latent class with what 
characteristics. 
The reason for using neural networks in injury analysis and safety outcome prediction is 
due to the strength of neural networks in capturing the complex relationships between variables 
of interest (Chen, Li, Huang, Zhang, & Yu, 2018). Neural networks have been recently used as a 
powerful analytical method in incident analysis and incident severity prediction (Mannering, 
2018; Deka & Quddus, 2014; Wang, Liu, Fu, Liu, & Stipancic, 2018; Durán-Rosal et al., 2018; 
Lu et al., 2018). However, there is no literature on utilizing latent class analysis or neural 
networks in categorizing groups with high risk of injuries and predicting cost of occupational 
injuries in agribusiness industries. 
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The third study, presented in chapter 4, focused on investigating the performance of 
machine learning algorithms in identifying the most important factors in predicting severity of 
occupational injuries in agribusiness industries. Severity of an injury was defined based on the 
total dollar amount of each claim incurred in medical costs, indemnity costs, and other relevant 
expenses. For claims with the total amount between $0 and $10,000, the level was considered 
non-severe (NS), and claims with cost over $10,000 were considered severe (S). Machine 
learning algorithms used in this study were support vector machines, boosting decision trees, and 
Naïve Bayes. Machine learning models are applied for classification of incidents (Sarkar, Vinay, 
Raj, Maiti, & Mitra, 2018). Machine learning methods such as support vector machines, decision 
trees, and Bayesian networks have been used for incident risk analysis, and for injury severity 
classification and prediction in construction industry (Rivas et al., 2011; Yi, Chan, Wang, & 
Wang, 2016; Tixier, Hallowell, Rajagopalan, & Bowman, 2016; Leu, & Chang, 2013; Chen & 
Lou, 2016; Chokor, Naganathan, Chong, & Asmar, 2016). 
A support vector machine is a supervised machine learning algorithm that tackles the task 
of classification by finding an optimal hyperplane that separates the two classes of a categorical 
target variable (Nagalla, Pothuganti, & Pawar, 2017). Support vector machines are gaining 
popularity owing to their best prediction performance for binary classification problems (Bacha, 
Ben Salem, & Chaari, 2012; Gangsar & Tiwari, 2017). Decision tree analysis is a popular 
predictive analytics method for classification due to being straightforward to build and 
understand, as well as handling both categorical and continuous inputs (Abbott, 2014). Boosted 
trees are among the most applicable decision trees as they have high accuracy in classification of 
a target categorical variable (Cui, Chen, He, & Chen, 2015). Boosted trees models can 
successfully predict and classify injury severity (Sut & Simsek, 2011).  Boosted trees are also 
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useful in identifying factors affecting incident severity (Zheng, Lu, & Lantz, 2018). Boosted 
trees model can be used to investigate the complex and non-linear association among variables 
and compute the importance of each variable in predicting the injury severity classification 
(Saha, Alluri, & Gan, 2015). Naïve Bayes models are capable of providing high accuracy in 
predicting binary classification of injury severity as the target variable (Marucci-Wellman, 
Lehto, & Corns, 2011; Marucci-Wellman, Corns, & Lehto, 2017). Naïve Bayes classification and 
prediction models are successful in incident hazard identification and severity assessment (Zhang 
et al., 2017). However, there is no comprehensive literature on application and comparison of 
machine learning methods (support vector machines, boosted trees, and Naïve Bayes) in 
classifying and predicting occupational injury severity in agribusiness industries. 
Organization of Dissertation 
This dissertation is written in the alternative manuscript format as defined by Iowa State 
University’s Graduate College. Chapter 1 includes the general introduction to the research which 
outlines the purpose of the study, research objectives, data summary, and methodological 
approach. Chapters 2, 3, and 4 are the three manuscripts formatted for submission to specific 
journals. Chapter 5, which consists of a discussion of the research findings, conclusions, 
limitations, and recommendations for future work, completes this dissertation. 
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Abstract 
A fundamental role of insurance companies is providing financial protection. To meet 
that goal, insurance practitioners rely on statistical models to predict future claims. A major 
challenge in using historical data to forecast future claims costs is to find and fit proper statistical 
distributions that can explain the behavior of large volumes of claims amount and forecast the 
severity of future claims. This task is even more challenging when analyzing claims with lower 
frequency, but high costs. The aim of this paper was to investigate the use of predictive 
generalized linear modeling techniques with heavy-tailed distributions to address this challenge. 
This study utilized claims with total incurred amounts equal to or more than $100,000, from a 
workers’ compensation claims dataset that includes occupational injuries in agribusiness 
industries in the Midwest of the United States from 2008 to 2016. Predictive generalized linear 
regression models were built with gamma, Weibull, and lognormal distributions. The penalized 
method used to fit models was lasso; models' goodness of fit was assessed by R2, RMSE, AIC, 
and BIC values. Then, Monte-Carlo simulation models were developed to check the performance 
of each predictive model in cost estimation of future cases. The results show that the generalized 
regression model with gamma distribution is the best fit and has the highest predictivity power 
(R2 = 0.79). In addition, the models detected that injury characteristics (type, cause, body part, 
nature) and worker’s occupation were predictive of elevated claims occurrence and costs. The 
conclusions of this study are useful for insurance companies to improve their results concerning 
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future claims inferences. They can also be used in modifying and estimating insurance pricing 
within high-risk agribusiness industries. Although the conclusions do not present a generalized 
character, the approach of this study can be used as a framework to forecast workers’ 
compensation claims amounts with rare, high-cost events in other industries. This work is useful 
for insurance practitioners concerned with statistical and predictive modeling in financial risk 
analysis.  
Introduction 
According to the National Council on Compensation Insurance Report (2015), among 
several types of insurance policies, workers' compensation insurance is considered as a unique 
line of business since it balances the interests of many system stakeholders to protect and retain 
their jobs from injured employees and their families to employers, medical providers, insurance 
companies, regulators, and states. There are three main types of workers’ compensation claims: 
medical only, temporary disability, and permanent disability, among which the greatest costs are 
imposed by permanent disability (Baldwin & McLaren, 2016). As an economic remediation 
industry with claims payments as the main cash-flow, the insurance industry provides a means of 
decreasing monetary loss by spreading or pooling the risk over many insurers (Achieng, 2010). 
The literature in insurance risk management concentrates on the efficiency of insurance 
companies (Shi & Frees, 2010). Since insurance industry has high financial operating expenses, 
insurers, investors, and regulators are interested in models to understand the behavior of 
expenses (Shi & Frees, 2010). 
Workers’ compensation provides cash and covers medical and indemnity costs for 
workers who experience injuries or illness during their employment and provides benefits to the 
survivors of workers killed at work (Szymendera, 2016). The total incurred amount of a claim is 
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also called loss cost, which is defined as the proportion of the premium which covers losses and 
related expenses (Guelman, 2012).  
Modeling insurance claims, with a high accuracy and prediction rate, is essential to 
insurance companies for several reasons. First, statistical modeling of insurance claims provides 
useful results in estimating loss cost which is important in financial planning in insurance 
industry (Guelman, 2012). Also, estimating loss cost is significant in actuarial practice of 
reserving, where portfolios may be formed that generate cash flows with expected values 
matching the liability cash flow (Engsner, Lindholm, & Lindskog, 2017). In addition, statistical 
modeling of insurance claims can produce interpretable results about the parameters that affect 
the workers’ health, which influence employers’ costs, and directly insurance premium setting 
costs, because injury record of an employer is used to revise premiums and set new pricing 
(Schwatka et al., 2017).  
Generalized linear models with heavy-tailed distributions are widely recognized as an 
accepted framework for price modeling of insurance loss cost (Guelman, 2012; McCullagh & 
Nelder, 1989; Anderson et al., 2007; Haberman & Renshaw, 1996). According to Boland (2006), 
Achieng (2010), and Packová (2015), since insurance data holds large infrequent claim amounts, 
most heavy-tailed distributions can be used to model claim amounts including gamma, Weibull, 
exponential and lognormal. Frees (2014) and Nath and Das (2016) stated that applying 
regression models with generalized distributions is useful in modeling skewed and fat-tailed 
data. Keatinge (1999) stated that exponential distribution gains better results in analyzing loss 
data. Ravi and Butar (2010) expressed that heavy-tailed distributions are a much better fit to 
financial data in comparison to the normal distribution as financial data are usually highly 
skewed. Nath and Das (2016) applied heavy-tailed distributions (Weibull and Burr) to a set of 
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motor insurance claim data due to the highly skewed nature of claims. Tang (2007) studied the 
tail behavior of a series of Pareto-type claims. Frees, Shi, and Valdez (2009) assessed the 
actuarial applications of statistical modeling to study the accident frequency, loss type, and 
severity by incorporating characteristics such as age, gender and driving history in automobile 
insurance claims. Meyers (2017) used historical loss claims data to predict future claim severity 
in general insurance using gamma and lognormal distributions because loss data contain 
infrequent but large values which makes it different from normally distributed data.  
Even though there is a great deal of literature on the statistical analysis of loss data with 
skewed nature, there is little research on modeling workers’ compensation claims with heavy-
tailed distributions or on addressing the effect of both continuous and categorical variables on the 
cost of claims. This study focused on: (1) finding proper statistical distribution to explain the 
behavior of large claims in workers’ compensation data, (2) applying generalized linear 
regression models (GLMs) with proper statistical distributions to detect the important variables 
that affect the claims’ escalation, and (3) applying Monte-Carlo simulation for the selected 
GLMs to estimate the future cost of similar incidents in agribusiness industries.   
Data 
The dataset used in this study was obtained from a private insurance provider in the 
Midwest of the United States that specializes in insurance products for agribusiness industries. 
From 2008 to 2016, more than 35,000 claims were recorded in the dataset. Severe claims refer to 
those with total cost equal or over $100,000. Out of all the workers’ compensation claims in the 
eight-year period, 2.82% are classified as severe for both open and closed claims with a total 
incurred amount of $278,000,000. As shown in Table 1, descriptive statistics of the severe claims 
gives a better understanding of the skewed nature of the data.  The high coefficient of skewness 
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suggests that generalized distributions are proper for modeling the workers’ compensation claims 
in the dataset (Packová, 2015). The target variable in this study is the summation of expenses, 
medical costs, and indemnity costs of each claim. The list of variables that were used as input 
were obtained from the dataset and are shown in Table 2. 
 
 
Table 1: Descriptive Statistics of Claims by Year (2008-2016) 
Year Mean 
Standard 
Deviation 
Min Max Median size Skewness 
2008 $273,965 $215,299 $102,673 $1,105,357 $171,901 80 1.83 
2009 $342,128 $940,824 $103,273 $8,151,576 $174,868 74 8.07 
2010 $279,556 $319,357 $100,714 $2,615,677 $187,036 90 4.96 
2011 $255,055 $180,380 $100,354 $831,617 $191,890 76 1.79 
2012 $278,590 $352,159 $100,542 $3,206,900 $209,496 95 6.51 
2013 $304,881 $694,877 $100,243 $7,591,850 $170,690 155 8.84 
2014 $267,087 $390,138 $100,961 $3,748,887 $173,204 187 6.27 
2015 $222,002 $226,601 $100,162 $2,145,148 $152,556 223 5.19 
2016 $235,226 $265,838 $101,317 $1,452,000 $146,391 51 3.33 
All $268,622 $451,790 $100,162 $8,151,576 $168,988 1031 11.36 
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Table 2: Description of Predictive Variables 
Variable Type Description 
Ag-
industry 
categorical 
16 levels; grain, agronomy, refined fuel, feed milling, livestock, food 
processing, poultry, trucking, equipment dealers, greenhouse, biofuel, 
farm stores, fruit and vegetables, grain milling, dairy 
Gender categorical Male, female, unidentified 
Occupation categorical 
104 levels; grain elevator operators, poultry producers, bakery 
operation, packing house operation, etc. 
Injury categorical 
7 levels; death, major permanent partial disability, medical only, minor 
permanent partial disability, permanent partial disability, permanent 
total disability, temporary total, or temporary partial disability 
Body group categorical 
6 levels; head, lower extremities, multiple body parts, neck, trunk, 
upper extremities 
Cause 
group 
categorical 
9 levels; burn or scald-heat or cold exposure-contact with, caught 
in/under/between, cut/puncture/scrape/injured by, fall/slip/trip injury, 
motor vehicle, strain, striking against/stepping on, struck or injured by, 
miscellaneous causes 
Nature 
group 
categorical 
3 levels; multiple injuries, occupational diseases or cumulative injury, 
specific injury 
Body part categorical 
49 levels; abdomen, ankle, hip, eye(s), buttocks, internal organs, toes, 
upper leg, teeth, spinal cord, pelvis, soft tissues etc. 
Cause categorical 
59 levels; chemicals, fire or flame, dust/gases/fumes/vapors, lifting, 
machinery, reaching, pushing, or pulling, temperature extremes, 
jumping or leaping, stationary objects, etc. 
Nature categorical 
29 levels; dislocation, concussion, burn, amputation, inflammation, 
laceration, vision loss, rupture, poisoning, freezing, electric shock, 
respiratory disorders, foreign body, fracture, etc. 
Age continuous min: 17.8 years old; max: 81.7 years old 
Tenure continuous min: 0 years; max: 48 years 
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Methods 
Generalized linear regression modeling 
Although a lot of regression techniques consider the underlying distribution of the 
response variable as normal, there are situations where the assumption of normality is not 
appropriate as in insurance claims that are often highly-skewed in nature (Crotty & Barker, 
2014). Using generalized regression methods give a straightforward way to analyze the effect of 
many factors on the target variable without the restriction of the normality assumption 
(Cerchiara, Edwards, & Gambini, 2008).  According to James (2013), applying generalized 
regression to accommodate non-linear relationships among variables is an alternative to least 
square regression method due to higher prediction accuracy, and easier model interpretability by 
removing irrelevant variables. 
Penalization methods and variable selection 
The need for using penalization methods (or fitting procedures) in regression modeling is 
justified by the willingness to accept some bias to reduce variance and avoid overfitting (Crotty 
& Barker, 2014). Overfitting means that the model works well on the observed data but performs 
poorly on a new dataset.  Penalization methods can deal with this issue through subset selection 
and shrinkage.  
According to Tibshirani (1996), generalized linear models have distinct advantage in 
terms of inference, and usefulness on real-world problems in comparison to non-linear models 
(McCullagh & Nelder, 1989). In order to gain better results in terms of prediction accuracy and 
model interpretability, penalization methods are important. Regarding prediction accuracy, by 
constraining or shrinking the estimated coefficients, the overfitting is significantly reduced. This 
highly improves the prediction of the response variable by applying the model in a new dataset. 
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Regarding the model interpretability, by using the shrinkage method, selecting a subgroup of all 
the input variables leads into omitting irrelevant, and less relevant variables (to the response 
variable), and therefore, the unnecessary complexity of the model in decreased.  
Based on the work of Crotty and Barker (2014), a summary of various penalization 
methods and their relationships are depicted in Table 3. The shrinkage (also known as 
regularization) is preferred since it has the effect of decreasing the variance by shrinking 
irrelevant estimated coefficients towards zero (James, 2013). 
 
 
Table 3: Penalization Methods vs Selection and Shrinkage (Crotty & Barker, 2014) 
Method Selection Shrinkage 
Maximum Likelihood no no 
Ridge no yes 
Forward Selection yes no 
Lasso yes yes 
Elastic Net yes yes 
 
Tibshirani (1996) introduced the least absolute shrinkage selection operator (lasso). It is a 
popular penalization technique as it allows simultaneous estimation and variable selection (Zou, 
2012). The lasso estimate is defined by 
?̂?𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑜 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑ ( 𝑦𝑖 −  𝛽0 −  ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝛽𝑗) 𝑝𝑗=1
2𝑁
𝑖=1     Subject to     ∑ |𝛽𝑗|
𝑝 
𝑗=1 ≤ 𝑡 
 
Therefore, lasso is used as the fitting procedure applied in building regression models in this 
study. By using the lasso method for fitting the generalized regression models, a less complex 
final equation is gained for each model which includes only a subset of relevant variables as 
main predictors of the target variable, or the loss cost in this study. 
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Quantitative measure of performance for model selection 
Model selection is a process of seeking the model in a set of candidate models that gives 
the best balance between model fit and complexity (Burnham & Anderson, 2003). The 
comparison criterion should be based on knowledge and history of the data as well as personal 
preference. Akaike information criterion (AIC) and the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) are 
the most common model selection methods; AIC finds the most predictive model while BIC 
finds the true model as the final choice (Burnham & Anderson, 2004).   
Other measures of model performance are R2 and RMSE. Values of R2 range from 0 to 1, 
where 1 is a perfect fit and 0 means there is no gain by using the model over using fixed 
background response rates. It estimates the proportion of the variation in the response around the 
mean that can be attributed to terms in the model rather than to random error. The root means 
square error (RMSE) is defined as the standard deviation of the response variable.  
When it comes to comparing models, the one with the highest R2 and the lowest RMSE is 
preferred. The statistical details of all the model selection criteria are shown in Table 4 (where k 
is the number of estimated parameters in the model and n is the number of observations in the 
dataset). 
 
Table 4: Model Comparison Criteria 
Criterion Formula Criterion Formula 
 
AIC 
 
−2loglikelihood + 2k 
 
 
RMSE 
√∑
(yi − y ̂i)2
n
n
i=1
 
 
BIC 
 
−2loglikelihood + k ∗ ln (n) 
 
 
R2 
 
1 − 
∑ (yi − y ̂i)2ni=1
∑ (yi − y̅i)2ni=1
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Stochastic Monte Carlo modeling for severity simulation and risk analysis 
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation is a standard tool in analyzing business and financial 
problems (Fish, Halcoussis, & Phillips, 2017). The MC method is a computerized probability 
simulation technique to assess the effect of risk and uncertainty in diverse forecasting models in 
financial costs and decision-making problems (Armaghani et al., 2016). MC simulation uses a 
repeated random sampling method with the help of statistical analysis to achieve a probabilistic 
approximation for a developed model or an arithmetic equation (US EPA Technical Panel, 
1997). One distinctive feature of MC simulation studies is saving parameter estimates from the 
analysis of real data to be used as population parameter for data generation in a Monte Carlo 
simulation study (Mooney, 1997). Unlike the conventional forecasting models which can 
estimate fixed values, in stochastic MC simulation processes, a range of estimated values are 
used as input, and thus, the output is also a range of values which will provide a more realistic 
picture of the simulation model (Armaghani et al., 2016).  As the process is repeated for 5000 
iterations, many output values are gained that can be utilized for the description of the likelihood 
of numerous results in MC modeling (Dunn & Shultis, 2009). 
Development of MC simulation model 
Using simulation methodology to determine the distribution of the total costs of claims is 
very beneficial in the field of insurance risk management (Mucha, Pales, & Sakalova, 2016).  
Nath and Das (2016), Asmussen (2017), Peters, Targino, and Wuthrich (2017), and Targino and 
Wuthrich (2017) have applied MC simulation in insurance analyses. According to Hahn  (2017), 
insurance companies act as the institutional investors in the financial system of a country and 
risk dispersion is an important segment of their business. Therefore, the ability to make a precise 
simulation of the financial severity is crucial in reducing the risk of illiquidity in insurance 
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companies' operations management.  MC method has been used in the field of risk reduction 
within the framework of a developed model in non-life insurance to calculate the values of 
capital required to ensure solvency in some case studies of insurance companies (Mucha, Pales, 
& Sakalova, 2016).   
Results 
Summary of predictive modeling analysis 
GLMs with gamma, Weibull, and lognormal distributions were built. The details of the 
effect tests from all models are summarized in Table 5. All regression models, no matter the 
underlying distribution, suggest that the injury characteristics (cause, nature, body part) are the 
key factors in predicting the financial severity of claims’ loss.  Also, occupation turns out to be a 
statistically important variable in estimating loss cost of a claim. Only the Weibull regression 
model shows agribusiness industry as a statistically significant factor in the prediction of a future 
claim cost. 
 
Table 5: Effect Test Results for Regression Models 
 
Predictor 
Generalized Distribution in each Regression Model 
Model 1- Gamma Model 2- Weibull Model 4- Lognormal 
Wald χ2 Prob> χ2 Wald χ2 Prob> χ2 Wald χ2 Prob> χ2 
Injury 1315.03 < 0.0001 121.12 < 0.0001 55.61 < 0.0001 
Cause 629.23 < 0.0001 60.55 < 0.0001 174.28 < 0.0001 
Occupation Class 383.51 < 0.0001 71.51 < 0.0001 67.66 < 0.0001 
Body part 165.15 < 0.0001 61.72 < 0.0001 61.21 < 0.0001 
Nature 18.92 0.0003 16.51 0.0009 11.17 0.0108 
Cause group - - 13.97 0.0029 - - 
Ag-industry - - 7.12 0.0284 - - 
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The results for comparing the performance of models are depicted in Table 6. 
Considering all the decision criteria (R2, RMSE, BIC, and AIC), both gamma and lognormal 
regression models show a good fit to the dataset.  The gamma regression model does a better job 
of explaining the variability in the data, with a higher R2. The lognormal model shows lower 
values for RMSE, BIC, and AIC. The details are discussed below.  
 
 
Table 6: Quantitative Measures of Model Performance 
 
Generalized Distribution-
Regression Model 
Measure of Performance 
 
R2 RMSE BIC AIC - Loglikelihood 
Model 1- Gamma 0.79 163002 27386 27145 13519 
Model 2- Weibull 0.46 245624 27410 27145 13514 
Model 3- Lognormal 0.53 145974 26809 27079 13345 
 
Further analysis of the regression models detected the most important predictive 
variables, as depicted in Figure 1. The type of injury predicts up to 89% the severity loss, 
followed by the occupation class code that contributes up to 16%. Other key factors with high 
predictive importance are the cause of injury (12%), the injured body part (6%) and the nature of 
injury (2%). Both gamma and lognormal GLMs suggest that permanent total disability and 
permanent partial disability contribute highly to the escalation of claims cost. Also, injuries 
characterized by amputation, respiratory disorders, vision loss, and contusion that are caused by 
welding operations, explosion, or flare back, collapsing materials, and flying or falling objects 
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have a significant effect on increasing the total loss. Such injuries occurred more often in fingers, 
hands, wrists, neck, and trunk body parts.  
 
 
 
Figure 1: Predictive Variables Importance Plot 
 
Summary of the developed MC model analysis 
According to model performance criteria from Table 6, the generalized regression model 
with gamma distribution was the best predictor of the future financial severity of claims. These 
claims are large, but rare. Therefore, simulating the predictive model with a bigger size than the 
original size contributes to checking the model credibility in estimating the severity of future 
incidents. To ensure that the generalized regression model with the gamma distribution is the 
most predictive and reliable in estimating the severity of future cases, its performance in the 
simulation should also be better than the other two distributions (lognormal and Weibull) 
regarding prediction accuracy and model interpretability. Thus, the equations developed for the 
generalized regression models with gamma, lognormal, and Weibull distributions were used to 
generate stochastic MC simulation input and output values. To ensure that all the combinations 
were randomly selected, 5,000 iterations were performed for each model.   
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The comparison between the descriptive statistics for GLMs from empirical data and 
those gained from the three simulation models are summarized in Table 7. All three models show 
a mean value which is slightly smaller than the empirical data mean value. However, simulated 
values for standard deviation, standard error mean, and upper and lower 95% mean parameters 
are all smaller than the same parameters values from empirical data. Considering the numerical 
differences between the parameter values estimated from the simulation models, and those from 
the empirical data, the simulated generalized regression with gamma distribution has the smallest 
values compared to the simulated generalized regressions with Lognormal and Weibull 
distributions. 
 
 
Table 7: Descriptive Statistics for Simulation Models ($) 
 
Descriptive Statistics 
 
Empirical Data 
Values from Simulation Models 
Gamma Lognormal Weibull 
Mean 268,622 257,505 249,064 257,947 
Standard Deviation 451,790 364,631 256,901 264,264 
Standards Error Mean 14,070 5,157 3,633 3,737 
Upper 95% Mean 296,232 267,615 256,187 265,273 
Lower 95% Mean 241,012 247,396 241,942 250,620 
N 1,031 5,000 5,000 5,000 
 
According to Das and Halder (2016), the performance of the simulation models is 
evaluated by the relative bias and root mean square error values that are defined as: 
𝐵𝑖𝑎𝑠 = (
𝜃𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 −  𝜃𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒
𝜃𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒
 ) 
 
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =  √( 𝜃𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 𝜃𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒) 2 
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where 𝜃𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 and 𝜃𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 represent the values of the descriptive statistics parameters from 
the simulation data and the empirical data respectively. The results for the bias values are 
depicted in Table 8, and the RMSE values are shown in Figure 2. Both simulated models with 
gamma and Weibull distributions have the same bias in the mean parameter of -4% while the 
other simulated parameters values are closer to the empirical parameters in the gamma 
simulation model. The lognormal simulated model does not show a satisfactory performance and 
has the highest RMSE for both the mean and standard deviation values compared to the other 
two models. The RMSE values for the gamma simulation data are also smallest among all. Thus, 
it is reasonable to conclude that the MC simulated model with the gamma-distributed response 
variable has the best performance criteria for estimating the financial severity of the claims. 
 
 
Table 8: Evaluation of Bias for Simulation Data Descriptive Statistics 
 
Descriptive Statistic 
Bias 
Empirical Vs Simulated Values 
Gamma Lognormal Weibull 
Mean -4.14% -7.28% -3.97% 
Standard Deviation -19.29% -43.14% -41.51% 
Standards Error Mean -63.35% -74.18% -73.44% 
Upper 95% Mean -9.66% -13.52% -10.45% 
Lower 95% Mean 2.65% 0.39% 3.99% 
N 5000 5000 5000 
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Figure 2: Root Mean Square Error for Descriptive Statistics of Simulated vs Empirical Data 
 
Conclusions and Discussion 
This study described a straightforward approach for modeling inflated claims in workers’ 
compensation data. It relied on GLMs to address the skewed nature of large claims. The GLM 
model with gamma distribution was selected as the most predictive model. Using the lasso 
shrinkage technique, all the less effective factors are assumed to have zero effect and only the 
variables with higher effect retained in the final model. The gamma GLM model shows that 
injuries in the grain handling sector have the highest cost.  
The prediction formula can be used to estimate the cost of an injury. To elaborate, the 
estimated cost of a future injury is calculated using the following formula based on injury type 
only:  
Predicted cost of claim= e (12.2970022004038 + 0.4362X1-0.0147X22+ 0.0739X3+ 2.895X4) 
where 
X1: fatality, X2: medical only, X3: permanent partial disability, X4: permanent total 
disability 
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For example, a medical injury in the shoulder for a worker employed in the grain milling 
class within the grain handling industry is estimated as $222,155 while the same injury has an 
estimated cost of $234,631 if it resulted in permanent partial disability. The same injury will 
have a cost of $3,942,872 if it causes permanent total disability. Such a big raise is due to the 
exponential nature of the gamma GLM prediction formula. This clarifies the importance of the 
injury type as the key contributor to claim cost prediction.  
Occupational class codes with the highest frequency are grain elevator operations, 
chauffeurs and helpers, hay grain or feed dealers, and farm machinery operations.  However, 
corn products manufacturing and food manufacturing class codes have the highest coefficient 
despite being less frequent. The nature of injury that increases the claim cost include amputation 
and respiratory disorders. The highest effect from injury cause on the claim cost are caused by 
explosion or flare back, crash of vehicle, moving parts of machines, cold objects or substance, 
and collapsing materials. The body part injuries contributing the greatest cost are multiple neck 
injury, whole body, and skull, compared to fingers, multiple trunk and shoulders, among the 
body part injuries that have less effect on cost.   
Looking at the age factor, the mean age of injured workers in the grain handling industry 
is 49.5 years old and a median of 52 years old. This may explain the exponentially raising claim 
cost of injuries in the aging population of workers. Referring to the age of most frequent 
occupation class codes, the grain elevator operations workforce has a mean age of 47 and median 
of 49 years old. Chauffeurs and helpers have the same mean and median of 48.5 years old. Hay 
grain or feed dealers have mean age of 48 and median of 52 years old, while farm machinery 
operations have the youngest workforce with mean of 46 and median of 45 years old 
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respectively. The corn product manufacturing workforce is the oldest, with mean and median of 
54 years old. 
The results are useful for insurance companies in developing future financial plans and 
managing claims cost and premiums based on analysis of historical data. From the insurance 
business analytics perspective, the results of the study will help in changing the e-mod rate for 
specific high-cost agribusiness sectors. Although the conclusions do not present a generalized 
character, similar approach can be taken in addressing the underlying factors that cause loss 
escalation in other industries. 
In addition, safety analysts may find this study useful as safety professionals have long 
aimed at adding prediction to safety. Analyzing empirical data to extract risk indicators adds 
predictivity to risk scenarios and helps in efficiently planning and modifying loss approaches in 
agribusiness industries. Based on the results, further investigations can be done in the highest 
risk occupation environment to focus specific safety intervention efforts. Integrating the analysis 
of empirical data with knowledge of safety practitioners in safety regulations, training and 
education of employees is expected to decline the rate and outcome of severe injuries.  
To conclude, the results of this study showed that having access to adequate incident 
description and using proper statistical and analytical methods can lead to reliable probabilistic 
forecasts of the outcome of a future incident being made with high certainty. The study showed 
that modeling workers' compensation claims with the gamma distribution gives the best fit when 
compared to lognormal and Weibull distributions. This modeling strategy can be used in 
different datasets that include enormous amounts of claims. Future studies should focus on 
applying other types of regression to evaluate their performance to check the consistency of the 
results. 
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Abstract 
Occupational risk identification and estimation are essential in developing occupational 
risk management programs. Occupational incidents threaten employees' lives, and damage 
employers' human capital. However, there is little research on high-cost occupational injuries in 
bulk storage facilities in the United States. This study aims to address this gap and determine 
whether there are distinctive patterns of severe injuries within 16 agribusiness industries. Severe 
injuries refer to incidents with workers' compensation costs equal to or greater than $100,000.  
Latent class analysis was used to identify subgroups with statistically distinct and practically 
meaningful injury patterns in a sample of adult workers (N=1034) aged 17+ years in severe 
agribusiness occupational incidents during the period of 2008-2016. The analysis was based on 
the type of injury (7 levels), occupations (105 levels), injured body parts (49 levels), injury cause 
(59 levels), and injury nature (29 levels). Based on BIC and AIC values, (a) three classes with 
different injury patterns are identified: class 1 (44% of the population), class 2 (34% of the 
population), and class 3 (22% of the population); (b) injury nature is the  most distinctive 
classifier; (c) the highest cost injuries have the characteristics of strain, tear, fracture, contusion, 
amputation, laceration, burn, concussion, and crushing; (d) the most prevalent and statistically 
significant injury type is permanent partial disabilities; (e) the most high cost occupations classes 
include grain elevator operations, grain milling, chauffeurs or helpers, hay grain or feed dealers, 
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gas or oil dealers, and farm machinery operations; (f) the average cost of an occupational injury 
is $205,583 in class 1, $289,086 in class 2, and $374,783 in class 3; (g) neural networks have 
high performance in predictive modeling of potential future injury patterns. The findings from 
this study will aid safety professionals and risk managers to develop targeted risk management 
programs that are effective in reducing the frequency and impact of occupational injuries in 
industries addressed in this study.    
Introduction 
As defined by the International Ergonomics Association, ergonomists contribute to the 
design and evaluation of tasks, jobs, products, environments, and systems to make them 
compatible with the needs, abilities, and limitations of people (IEA, 2003).  One of the main 
classifications in ergonomics is health and safety that consists of general health and safety, 
injuries and illnesses and prevention (IEA, 2003). Analyzing occupational incidents based on 
industry and injured characteristics is a significant part of applied ergonomics with the purpose 
of evaluating ergonomic risk, finding causes of accidents, and managing prevention planning 
(Sugama & Ohnishi, 2015).  Occupational injury management is significant from organizational, 
engineering, and economic points of view in an industry (Bevilacqua, Ciarapica, & Giacchetta, 
2008).  Involvement of ergonomics in agriculture industries with a purpose of improving safety 
and health issues is strongly recommended (Kim, 2016). The application of ergonomics is an 
indispensable requirement for any firm as its application results not only in optimizing workers’ 
productivity, but also in safety improvement through targeted control of occupational injuries 
and illnesses (Amell, Kumar, & Rosser, 2001). Ergonomic risk analysis allows investigating 
modifiable occupational injuries by focusing on intervention (Merryweather et al., 2017).  
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Introducing any preventive measure to enhance ergonomic risks is based on a correct 
assessment of risk components using quantitative methods (Occhionero, Ghersi, Prandini, 
Korpinen, & Gobba, 2017). According to Dury (2015), computational methods in data mining 
have been developed in recent years to derive meaningful and actionable conclusions from 
historical data to improve ergonomics in the workplace. Applying data mining and predictive 
modeling can show new cause-effect relationships in occupational safety by identifying the most 
contributing predictive variables, highlighting past and potential ergonomic risk groups, and 
supporting informed business decision-making (Emanuele, 2016). Thus, using historical data in 
occupational injuries to classify various risk groups and identify the characteristic of each group' 
members contribute to reducing frequency and severity of such incidents by placing controlling 
strategies and preventive measures in the diagnosed areas.  
To inform strategies that could help either prevent the occurrence or reduce the frequency 
of severe injuries with inflated costs in agribusiness industries, this study followed two main 
objectives: (1) identify distinguished and meaningful subclasses of occupational incidents based 
on workers’ compensation claims data on injuries and (2) investigate whether identified 
subclasses can be used in predicting future cost and characteristics of injuries.  
Data 
The data are available from an agribusiness insurance provider in the Midwest of the 
United States. The dataset includes over 35,000 workers’ compensation claims from 2008 to 
2016. Severe claims are those with the total claim costs over $100,000. The data show that the 
most costly claims are the least frequent ones. Out of all claims in the dataset, only 2.82% have a 
total cost equal or greater than $100,000.  
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Table 1: Description of Variables used in the Analysis 
Variable Type Description 
Ag-
industry 
categorical 
16 levels; grain, agronomy, refined fuel, feed milling, livestock, 
food processing, poultry, trucking, equipment dealers, greenhouse, 
biofuel, farm stores, fruit and vegetables, grain milling, dairy 
Gender categorical Male, female, unidentified 
Occupation categorical 
104 levels; grain elevator operators, poultry producers, bakery 
operation, packing house operation, etc. 
Injury categorical 
7 levels; death, major permanent partial disability, medical only, 
minor permanent partial disability, permanent partial disability, 
permeant total disability, temporary total or temporary partial 
disability 
Body group categorical 
6 levels; head, lower extremities, multiple body parts, neck, trunk, 
upper extremities 
Cause 
group 
categorical 
9 levels; burn or scald-heat or cold exposure-contact with, caught 
in/under/between, cut/puncture/scrape/injured by, fall/slip/trip 
injury, motor vehicle, strain, striking against/stepping on, struck or 
injured by, miscellaneous causes 
Nature 
group 
categorical 
3 levels; multiple injuries, occupational diseases or cumulative 
injury, specific injury 
Body part categorical 
49 levels; abdomen, ankle, hip, eye(s), buttocks, internal organs, 
toes, upper leg, teeth, spinal cord, pelvis, soft tissues, etc. 
Cause categorical 
59 levels; chemicals, fire or flame, dust/gases/fumes/vapors, 
lifting, machinery, reaching, pushing or pulling, temperature 
extremes, jumping or leaping, stationary objects, etc. 
Nature categorical 
29 levels; dislocation, concussion, burn, amputation, 
inflammation, laceration, vision loss, rupture, poisoning, freezing, 
electric shock, respiratory disorders, foreign body, fracture, etc. 
Age continuous min: 17.8 years old; max: 81.7 years old 
 
The target variable in this study is the summation of expenses, medical costs, and 
indemnity costs of each claim.  The predictive variables, as depicted in Table 1, are used as 
independent variables. Despite being rare, almost $ 278 million have been incurred on those 
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severe claims from 2008 to 2016. The amount is paid on both claims that are closed, and those 
still open that will continue to incur costs for the parties involved. To have a better understanding 
of the severe claims, summary statistics of the data are shown in Table 2.  
 
Table 2: Summary Statistics for Claims Data 
Descriptive Statistic Value 
Mean $268,622.32 
Standard Deviation $451,789.83 
Minimum $100,162.32 
25% Quantile $122,769.71 
Median $168,987.58 
75% Quantile $265,099.38 
Maximum $8,151,576.29 
Sample Size 1031 
 
Methods 
The analyses in this study was conducted in two steps. First, latent class analysis was 
performed to cluster the data into subgroups with similar injury characteristics. Then, a neural 
networks predictive model was used to investigate the usefulness of the latent classes in 
estimating costs of future incidents, characterizing future injuries, and predicting the probability 
that a future incident is most likely to belong to which latent class (risk group). Also, a review of 
each method and the criteria for evaluating models’ performance is presented.  
Latent class analysis 
The occupational incidents with a total incurred cost equal to or more than $100,000 were 
extracted from a large workers’ compensation claims dataset. Over $278,000,000 of losses was 
incurred on those incidents that constitute 1,034 claims out of more than 39,000 reported injuries 
in the data. Considering the financial and human losses of these workplace incidents, gaining 
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information about the characteristics of high-cost incidents is significant in managing prevention 
planning (Eiac, 2004). One of the various methods to retrieve information from the data is 
clustering. Clustering is different than classification. In clustering, sub-populations of the whole 
data are grouped together based on statistical similarity, where the data in each cluster dissimilar 
to the data from other clusters while classification focuses on modeling the independent variables 
versus a defined categorical target variable (Hastie, Tibshirani, & Friedman, 2001).  
The main purpose of clustering is to ascertain whether or not the population consists of 
distinct subgroups, each representing factors with significantly different properties (Agarwal & 
Hou, 2003). Therefore, clustering was used for identifying statistically meaningful groupings, 
and to find practically useful distinctive patterns in the current dataset. Among various clustering 
techniques to categorize the population into subgroups with similar risk profiles, latent class 
analysis (LCA) was selected for this study as it was preferred for segmentation purposes 
compared to factor analysis or hierarchical cluster analysis (Everitt, Landau, Leese, & Stahl, 
2011).  LCA is a mathematical method for examining relationships among observed variables 
when there may be a set of unobserved categorical variables (Schreiber, 2017). The purpose of 
LCA is to classify the variables into meaningful categories using identifying variables that best 
distinguish them (Polacheka, Fung, Putnam, Meltzer-Brody, & Vigoda, 2017). LCA is a model-
based approach in which homogeneous groups within a heterogeneous population are identified 
where individuals with the same class members share a common joint probability distribution 
among the observed variables such as the same injury type probability profile (Larsen, Pedersen, 
Friis, & GluÈmer, 2017).  
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Criteria for selecting optimal number of latent classes 
To select the optimal number of clusters, three performance evaluation metrics are used: 
Akaike information criterion (AIC), Bayesian information criterion (BIC), and log-likelihood 
(LL). Both AIC and BIC are calculated based on the value of the log-likelihood. LL is the 
logarithm of the likelihood ratio, a test comparing the fit of two models by examining the 
predictive power of one model compared to the other (Schreiber, 2017). According to Burnham 
and Anderson (2003), AIC and BIC are computed for each latent class model, and are defined as: 
AIC = -2LogLikelihood + 2k     
                         
BIC = -2LogLikelihood + k*ln (n) 
 
where k is the number of estimated parameters in the model, and n is the number of observations 
used in the model. Comparing AIC and BIC values, the model with the smallest value is 
considered a better fit. The difference between AIC and BIC is that BIC chooses models with 
fewer parameters than does AIC.  
Neural Networks (NN) 
The reason to apply the NN method is because of its high performance in dealing with 
skewed data and is considered as a powerful analytical tool in predicting causes and severity of 
injuries (Mannering, 2018; Durán-Rosal et al., 2018). In other words, neural networks are proved 
as effective in catching the complex nature of data that is hard to recognize while using other less 
complicated models such as regression (Chen, Li, Huang, Zhang, & Yu, 2018). Also, NN models 
can assign a probability to the response variable based on the input variables. Comparing the 
probability of belonging, the LC that has the highest probability value is determined as the most 
likely LC for future occurrences. NN works best with categorical response variables and 
probability assignments. To make sure that the model will work on future data, the data were 
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divided into two sets. The training set with 66% of the data was used to build the NN model and 
34% of the data (validation set) was used to validate the model fit. The basis function in the NN 
model is the hyperbolic tangent (TanH).  The hyperbolic tangent function is defined as: 
𝑇𝑎𝑛𝐻 =
𝑒2𝑥 − 1
𝑒2𝑥 + 1
 
    
where x is a linear combination of the input variables (SAS Institute Inc, 2016).   
The NN model was built using the TanH function, with one hidden layer and three nods. 
Each node is defined as H1-1, H1-2, and H1-3 which is a mathematical function of all the input 
variables. Then, the probability of belonging to each LC is determined using the formula that 
calculates Probability (Most likely LC= LC1), Probability (Most likely LC= LC2), and 
Probability (Most likely LC= LC3). Comparing all three probabilities, the largest value decides 
that a potential injured worker with a specific injured body part, injury type, cause, nature, and a 
certain occupation class code will have what average cost of workers’ compensation claim. 
Criteria for evaluating neural networks model performance 
The measures of fit to evaluate the performance of neural networks model is defined as 
(SAS Institute, 2016): 
i. Generalized RSquare: a measure based on the likelihood function that has a value from 0 
and 1, where 1 is a perfect fit and 0 means there is no gain by using the model over using 
fixed background response rare 
ii. Entropy RSquare: a measure that compares the log-likelihoods from the fitted model and 
the constant probability model used for evaluating models with categorical response 
iii. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE): a measure that shows the differences between 1 and 
the numerical value of the fitted probability for the actual categorical response, and the 
predicted categorical response 
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iv. Mean Absolute Deviation: the average of the absolute values of the differences between 
the actual and predicted response; for categorical response, it shows the difference 
between 1 and the numerical value of the fitted probability for the actual categorical 
response, and the predicted categorical response 
v. Misclassification Rate: the rate for which the categorical response group with the highest 
fitted probability is not the actual group 
vi. Overall Accuracy Rate: a measure of how successful the model is in correctly grouping 
the predicted categorical response as the actual one; it is gained as the numerical 
difference of 1 and the misclassification rate 
vii. Area Under the Curve (AUC): an indicator of the predictive model goodness of the fit 
which is between 0 and 1, where values closer to 1 shows the higher prediction power of 
the model; AUC is gained from the receiving operating chart 
viii. Confusion Rate: a measure that shows the rate of correct classification of a categorical 
response; it is shown in a form of a contingency table where the diagonal values show the 
correct classification rate of a multi-level categorical response 
Results 
In this section, the model fit statistics are discussed to figure out the best number of latent 
classes. The characteristics of each latent class are then discussed for the selected model 
followed by an analysis of the relationship between the LC members and injury outcomes. Also, 
the NN model is used to investigate whether identified subclasses can be used in predicting 
future costs and characteristics of injuries. Finally, there is a discussion of how the results from 
this study can be applied in risk management control plans based on the selected LCA model to 
help reduce and prevent the occurrence of similar future injuries. 
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LCA analysis 
Determining optimal number of latent classes 
The latent class analysis was done to find statistically distinctive and meaningful 
ergonomic risk subgroups of occupational incidents in agribusiness industries based on injury 
type, class codes, injured body part, cause, and nature of the injury. In the first step, the latent 
class analysis was employed as an explorative method for pattern recognition in the data fitting 
eight models with 3 to 10 latent classes.  AIC and BIC are used as the relative fit measures. 
Lower values for BIC and AIC show a better fit to the data.  The fit statistics for models with 
different numbers of classes are shown in Table 3. The changes in BIC and AIC represent the 
model with three classes as the best fit. Based on values of BIC and AIC, three classes with 
different injury patterns were found: class 1 (44.32% of the population), class 2 (34.31% of the 
population), and class 3 (21.37% of the population).  
Medical injuries, major permanent partial disability, minor permanent partial disability, 
and permeant total disability are not present in any of the three classes. However, permanent 
partial disability and temporary total or partial disability injuries are most prevalent in all three 
classes. The only class that includes fatality with some size (0.16) is class 3. Class codes 
Chauffeurs/ Helpers, Grain Elevator Operations, Gas and Oil Dealers, Hay Grain or Feed 
Dealers, Grain Milling, and Farm Machinery Operations are present in all three classes with 
various probabilities (only those class codes with a probability higher than 0.06 are shown in the 
class figures).  The most statistically distinctive factor is nature of injury which is different in 
each class with a sizable probability. Injured body parts and cause of injury are also different in 
each class with a less significant presentation probability. The mean total costs of claims are also 
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different with class 1 having the lowest mean of $205,583 and class 3 the highest mean of 
$374,783. The mean total cost of claims for injuries in class 2 is $289,086.  
 
 
Table 3: Model Fit statistics 
Number of Classes AIC BIC -LL 
3-Class 26125.89 29735.77 12331.94 
4-Class 26139.73 30954.56 12094.87 
5-Class 26298.12 32317.89 11930.06 
6-Class 26543.80 33768.51 11808.90 
7-Class 26811.31 35240.96 11698.66 
8-Class 27097.37 36731.96 11597.68 
9-Class 27424.79 38264.33 11517.40 
10-Class 27812.09 39856.57 11467.05 
 
Characteristics of latent class members 
Class one is characterized by the very high probability of 0.78 of strain or tears as nature 
of the injury. The significant type of injury is permanent partial disabilities (0.75) and temporary 
total or partial disability with a much lower probability of 0.24. Such injuries occurred in the 
lower back area (0.37), shoulders (0.29) and knees (0.11). The dominant causes of injuries in this 
class include lifting with the probability of 0.22 and strain with the probability of 0.16 followed 
by fall, slip or trip (0.08), injury on ice or snow, twisting and repetitive motions (0.05).  Class 
codes with the highest probability are chauffeurs and helpers (0.12), grain elevator operations 
(0.097) and, gas and oil dealers (0.08).  Specific probabilities of this class are shown in Table 4.  
Class two consists of injuries with 0.75 probability of permanent partial disability. This 
class is characterized by fracture and contusion as nature of injury with probabilities of 0.47 and 
0.23 respectively.  The most significant cause of injury is fall; fall from a different level 
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(elevation) has the highest probability of 0.19 followed by slip or trip (0.10), and fall from ladder 
or scaffolding (0.09). Motor vehicle, falling or flying objects and falling on snow or ice are less 
prevalent causes of injury in this class. Multiple body parts have the probability of 0.12 while 
knee, ankle, and shoulders have equal probability 0.08. Hip, soft tissues, and skull have the 
lowest probabilities of 0.06, 0.05 and 0.05 respectively. Class codes with the highest probability 
are chauffeurs and helpers (0.12), grain elevator operations (0.098), and hay grain or feed dealers 
(0.08). Specific probabilities of this class are shown in Table 4. 
As shown in Table 4, Class 3 is characterized by nature of injury for all other specific 
injuries, amputation, laceration, fracture, burn, concussion, and crushing in multiple body parts, 
hand, lower leg, foot, fingers, and skull, which are caused mainly by machine or machinery, 
vehicle upset and being caught in, under, or between categories. Class 3 is different from the 
other two classes in that it is the only one including death with big enough probability of 0.16. 
However, the probability of permanent partial disabilities (0.64) and temporary total or partial 
disabilities (0.16) are lower compared to the earlier classes. Class codes with the highest 
probability are grain elevator operations (0.11), hay grain or feed dealers (0.08), grain milling 
(0.06), and farm machinery operations (0.06). Injuries in multiple body parts have a probability 
of 0.30 with specific injuries with the probability of 0.20. 
As discussed previously, all the same class codes are present in all classes with slightly 
different probabilities. However, looking at the mean total cost of claims for each class code 
within each class shows the noticeable differences depicted in Table 5.  
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Table 4: Characteristics of Injury Patterns by Class 
Variables Class1 Variables Class2 Variables Class3 
Strain or Tear 78.60% Permanent Partial Disability 75.76% Permanent Partial Disability 64.05% 
Permanent 
Partial 
Disability 
74.71% Fracture 47.35% Body Systems / Body Parts 29.64% 
Lower Back 
Area 
37.15% Contusion 23.83% All Other Specific Injuries 18.93% 
Shoulder(s) 29.06% 
Temporary Total/Partial 
Disability 
20.39% Machine or Machinery 16.88% 
Temporary 
Total/Partial 
Disability 
24.26% 
From Different Level 
(Elevation) 
19.36% Death 16.77% 
Lifting 21.88% All Other Specific Injuries 12.32% 
Temporary Total/Partial 
Disability 
14.30% 
Strain/Injury 
By 
16.51% Chauffeurs 11.91% Vehicle Upset 13.75% 
Chauffeurs 12.25% Body Systems / Body Parts 11.84% Grain Elevator Operations 11.55% 
Pushing or 
Pulling 
11.61% Fall, Slip, Trip 10.45% Amputation 10.88% 
Knee 10.64% Grain Elevator Operations 9.88% Laceration 10.43% 
Sprain or Tear 10.11% From Ladder or Scaffolding 9.25% Fracture 9.63% 
Grain Elevator 
Operations 
9.74% Knee 8.77% Burn 9.52% 
Gas/ Oil Dealer 8.44% Ankle 8.59% 
Multiple Physical Injuries 
Only 
9.49% 
Fall, Slip, Trip 8.14% Shoulder(s) 8.54% Hand 8.48% 
On Ice or 
Snow 
5.57% Motor Vehicle, NOC 8.15% Hay Grain/Feed Dealers 8.12% 
Twisting 5.03% Hay Grain/Feed Dealers 8.11% Concussion 7.69% 
  Lower Leg 7.10% Chauffeurs 7.64% 
  Falling or Flying Object 6.92% Lower Leg 6.65% 
  Strain or Tear 6.64% Grain Milling 6.42% 
  On Ice or Snow 6.54% Foot 6.03% 
  Hip 6.29% Crushing 5.96% 
  Gas/ Oil Dealer 6.17% Farm Machinery Operation 5.89% 
  Soft Tissue 5.45% Finger(s) 5.58% 
  Lower Back Area 5.31% Caught In, Under, Between 5.11% 
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Table 5: Frequency and Severity of Claims based on Latent Class Analysis (2008- 2016) 
Class Code 
Class 1 
Frequency 
Mean 
Loss 
Class 2 
Frequency 
Mean 
Loss 
Class 3 
Frequency 
Mean 
Loss 
Chauffeurs/ 
Helpers 
58 $196,914 41 $221,213 16 $270,153 
Grain Elevator 
Operations 
46 $213,792 35 $236,359 24 $596,389 
Gas / Oil 
Dealers 
38 $232,043 24 $226,550 9 $287,740 
Hay Grain/Feed 
Dealers 
21 $175,303 29 $316,680 17 $329,435 
Grain Milling 21 $189,497 15 $786,251 12 $353,125 
Farm Machinery 
Operations 
14 $177,218 18 $240,020 12 $223,101 
 
Association of class membership and injury outcomes 
Based on the data in Table 5, the financial risk calculation is done for the expected losses 
of the workers’ compensation claims in the classes selected based on the LCA model in the 
previous section. The financial risk definition used here is the multiplication of the frequency of 
losses (number of incidents in each class) by the severity of losses (the mean of the total cost of 
claims incurred per class code in each class). The results of the financial risk calculation are 
depicted in Figure 1. This provides a simple frame for estimating future losses based on the 
historical data and the latent class analysis. As Figure 1 shows, the biggest claim costs were from 
Chauffeurs/ Helpers, Grain Milling, and Grain Elevator Operations in latent class one, two and 
three respectively between 2008 and 2016. The occupational injuries (or fatalities) among Grain 
Elevator Operations in class three and Grain Milling class codes have the highest mean total 
claim cost compared to classes one and two. 
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Figure 1: Categorization of Occupational Injuries Mean Loss per Latent Class 
 
In addition, analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test whether the differences in 
means among the three latent classes are statistically significant. This analysis helps in 
confirming the perception that the difference in the severity of incidents’ cost in each class does 
not occur totally at random and is due to some existing variables in each class. As discussed 
above, the mean total costs of claims are also different.  Latent class 1 has the lowest mean of 
$205,583 while latent class 3 the highest mean of $374,783. The mean total cost of claims for 
injuries in latent class 2 is $289,086. As shown in Table 6, an injury has a cost of $232,000 to 
$305,000 in class 1, $225,000 to $312,000 in class 2, and $233,000 to $335,000 in class 3. 
According to Table 7, the p-value < 0.05 suggests that the difference in the average cost among 
pairwise classes is also statistically significant. 
   
Table 6: Analysis of Means at 95% Confidence Intervals 
Latent Class Class Size Lower Limit ($) Class Mean ($) Upper Limit ($) 
Cluster 1 461 232,311 205,583 304,934 
Cluster 2 367 224,698 289,086 312,547 
Cluster 3 203 202,671 374,783 334,573 
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Table 7: Ordered Differences Report for Latent Classes 
Original 
Class 
Compared 
Class 
Difference 
Std Err 
Diff 
Lower CL Upper CL p-Value 
Cluster 3 Cluster 1 169,200 37,704 95,215 243,185 <.0001* 
Cluster 3 Cluster 2 85,697 39,152 8,870 162,524 0.0288* 
Cluster 2 Cluster 1 83,503 31,313 22,057 144,949 0.0078* 
 
NN analysis results 
In this section, a simple NN model was developed using the same input variables 
employed in the LCA model. The purpose of the NN model is: (1) to investigate whether 
identified subclasses can be used in predicting future cost and characteristics of injuries and (2) 
to predict the probability that a future incident is most likely to belong to which latent class.  
Data and variables in the NN model 
The NN model developed for predicting the probability of a future incident belonging to 
a specific latent class is shown in Figure 2. 
 
 
Figure 2: NN Model Schematic 
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Using the same dataset, injury type, injury cause, injured body part, injury nature, and workers' 
occupation were used as input variables. The variable of interest to predict is the latent class, 
which has three levels of cluster 1, cluster 2, and cluster 3 and is defined as a categorical 
response variable.  As shown in Figure 2, Injury represents injury type, BP represents injured 
body part, C represents injury cause, N represents injury nature, and ClassCode represents 
injured workers’ occupation.  
NN prediction performance 
The results of the NN model performance on both the training and the validation data 
show that this NN has high predictive power despite being a simple network. The overall NN 
model can predict the LC assignment probability with 96.21% accuracy in the training data and 
86.95% on the validation data. The details are shown in Table 8 and Table 9.  
 
 
Table 8: Predictive Neural Network Model Performance 
Training Data Validation Data 
Generalized R-Square 0.95 Generalized R-Square 0.79 
Entropy R-Square 0.86 Entropy R-Square 0.57 
RMSE 0.19 RMSE 0.33 
Mean Abs Dev 0.07 Mean Abs Dev 0.15 
Misclassification Rate 0.04 Misclassification Rate 0.13 
-LogLikelihood 97.10 -LogLikelihood 156.45 
Overall Accuracy Rate 0.96 Overall Accuracy Rate 0.87 
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Table 9: Confusion Rates for NN Predictive Model Performance 
 
Observed Latent 
Class 
Predicted Latent Class- Training 
Data 
Predicted Latent Class- Validation 
Data 
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 
Cluster 1 0.987* 0.003 0.010 0.903* 0.052 0.045 
Cluster 2 0.000 0.951* 0.049 0.057 0.837* 0.106 
Cluster 3 0.007 0.067 0.926* 0.000 0.147 0.853* 
Note: * values show the rate of correct prediction for each LC for the actual LC vs the 
Predicted LC using the NN predictive model 
 
To validate the LC assignment probability modeling, receiving operating characteristic 
(ROC) curves were calculated for the training and validation sets. The area under the curve 
(AUC) can be used to assess the prediction power of the model. Total area under the curve equal 
to one (AUC=1) means perfect prediction accuracy. The AUC values from the ROC curves are 
shown in Table 10 for both training and validation data. Commonly using classification using 
AUC diagnostic test based on (Yassinsar, 2005) work suggests that 0.8 < AUC <0.9 is very good 
while 0.9 <AUC <1.0 is excellent. These results strongly show that the NN model has more than 
94% prediction accuracy in both training and validation methods. That is, the model can predict 
the probability that a future injury belongs to a specific LC with at least 94% accuracy. 
 
Table 10: AUC for Training vs Validation Data 
Training Data Validation Data 
Latent Class AUC value Latent Class AUC value 
Cluster 1 0.998 Cluster 1 0.976 
Cluster 2 0.988 Cluster 2 0.943 
Cluster 3 0.980 Cluster 3 0.970 
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Conclusions and Discussion 
Using workers’ compensation large claims, the aim of this paper was to identify 
distinctive and meaningful classes of occupational incidents based on workers’ compensation 
claims data on injuries and to investigate whether identified classes can be used in predicting 
future cost and characteristics of injuries. Based on LCA, three main classes were identified 
including the details of injuries per class. The ANOVA results confirmed that the difference in 
the average severity of incidents’ cost in each class does not occur totally at random and is due to 
some existing variables in each class.  Furthermore, the probability of future incidents was 
predicted using a neural network predictive model with high accuracy rate of 94%.  
Applications for safety practitioners 
The results of the present study suggest that the occupational injuries in major 
agribusiness industries in the Midwest of the United States consists of segments characterized by 
distinct nature of injury patterns and occupation classes. The insight gained through this study 
can be used to define a different categorization in the workers’ compensation field based on 
injury characteristics for severe injuries. This helps risk managers and safety professionals 
design and implicate preventive measures and strategies occupation- wise to achieve the goal of 
fewer and less severe injuries. This work provides a basis for analyzing severe injuries in a high-
hazard industrial environment. The results of this study have significant applications for safety 
practitioners. Reducing total cost of risk (TCOR) is a major goal for risk managers, and for claim 
and safety professionals in any organization. The results of the study have significant 
implications in determining which ergonomic investments will have greatest impact on a 
company loss. LCA modeling showed that the driving factors of loss include strain, tear, 
fracture, contusion, amputation, laceration, burn, concussion, and crushing when leading to 
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permanent partial disabilities in the lower back area, shoulders, knees, soft tissues, hip, lower leg, 
ankle, skull, finger, foot, hand, and multiple body parts. In addition, such injuries created 
excessive costs when the workers are employed in the occupation classes of grain elevator 
operations, grain milling, hay grain feeder or dealer, chauffeurs or helpers, and gas or oil dealers 
with causes of caught (in/under/between), vehicle upset, machine or machinery, falling or flying 
objects, motor vehicles, from ladder or scaffolding, fall, strip, trip, from different levels 
(elevation), and strain or injury by, pushing, pulling, or twisting, on ice and snow.  
As shown in Table 11, the average age of injured workers is 45 to 50 years old for all 
three classes. Even though age was not selected as an important variable in the prediction of 
severe injuries, the analysis shows that a higher age of workers imposes higher medical and 
indemnity costs on the employers, employees, and insurance companies. This confirms prior 
research that age-related disorders may be exacerbated by hazards in the workplace. One 
limitation of the study is that the dataset does not provide any information of the medical history 
of the injured workers. Having access to prior records of injury per worker would clarify more 
information about the high medical costs. This clarifies the importance of ergonomics and health 
data collection in agribusiness industries to reduce the TCOR. 
 
Table 11: Average Costs by Class 
Latent 
Class 
Mean of 
Age (years) 
Mean of 
Medical Costs 
($) 
Mean of 
Indemnity Costs 
($) 
Mean of other 
Expenses ($) 
Total Average 
Cost ($) 
Cluster 1 48.83 
94,161 
(46%) 
99,604 
(49%) 
10,446 
(5%) 
204,211 
(100%) 
Cluster 2 49.88 
188,226 
(63%) 
99,889 
(33%) 
9,448 
(4%) 
297,563 
(100%) 
Cluster 3 45.98 
204,728 
(54%) 
160,839 
(43%) 
10,628 
(3%) 
376,195 
(100%) 
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The two-step analyses using LCA and NN models helped in gaining more information 
about the most important characteristics in each cluster and the interaction between various 
variables. Overall, nature of injury, cause of injury, and occupation are the classifiers that most 
differentiate the clusters. Cause of injury is a preventable factor as it exists in the workplace prior 
to incident occurrence, while nature of injury is defining after the incident occurs. Therefore, 
identifying causes of injuries is significant in reducing the likelihood and frequency of injuries, 
while identifying the nature of injuries can help in estimating health care cost planning and 
management.  
The claims with the highest costs were incurred on the injuries in cluster 3 with an 
average total incurred value of $375,000. Considering causes of injuries in cluster 3, the main 
predicted causes were motor vehicle, crash of rail vehicle, vehicle upset, animal or insect, 
temperature extremes, slip or trip, electric current, hand tools (not powered), 
absorption/inhalation/ingestion, moving parts of machines, caught in/under/between, and struck 
or injured by. The next large claims were incurred on injuries in cluster 2, with an average of 
$289,000. it was predicted that injuries in cluster 2 were caused by cold objects/substances, 
explosion or flare back, fall from elevation, objects being lifted or handled, from liquid or grease 
spills, and striking against or stepping on. The cause that was predicted with equal chance of 
occurrence in cluster 1 and 2 were freezing. Deriving the specific causes of injuries can direct the 
focus of prevention measures to decrease the chance of future incident occurrence by removing 
the sources of risks (Robert, Elisabeth, & Josef, 2015). Using the injury information from this 
study, safety and health training and educational programs can focus on the identified causes for 
high-cost injuries to decrease hazard exposures and reduce the probability and costs of potential 
occupational incidents. According to Head (1978), risk management control alternatives can be 
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employed including risk avoidance, loss prevention and reduction, setting standards for defining 
acceptable performance, comparing the actual results with the standards, and modifying actual 
results to comply with standards. 
Considering injury nature, the predicted prevalent nature of injury in cluster 3 include 
vision loss, hearing loss or impairment, strain or tear, puncture, asphyxiation, amputation, 
laceration, carpal tunnel syndrome, concussion, rupture, electric shock, and respiratory disorders 
with probability over 80%. The nature of injuries that were predicted to occur, with more than 
80% probability, include contusion, dislocation, and fracture in cluster 2, and sprain or tear, and 
inflammation in cluster 1.  
Such insight informs technical and managerial decisions about the planning and 
executing risk management programs in agribusiness industries. Technical decisions answer the 
question of what action should be taken in which areas while managerial decisions reply the 
question that how and by whom the actions should be taken. A risk management program 
includes stages of identifying risk exposures, measuring and estimation of risk exposures, risk 
mitigation strategies, and continuous performance evaluation of risk mitigation strategies.  
The occupational injury analysis carried out in this paper can be repeated systematically 
per year to identify sources of safety risk, analyze the underlying causes of injuries, and decide 
on proper safety measurement plans to avoid the occurrence of similar incidents. 
Limitations and future works 
The study has several limitations arising from the nature of data. First, there is 
inconsistency in data collection or recording processes. Not all incident reports included accurate 
information on the age and tenure of the injured workers due to wrong or missing entries. This 
might be due to wrong entry, lack of data, or human error. Second, claims are recorded based on 
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the injured workers information and general industries. Having access to detailed data about the 
injury history in specific industries can make the analysis more focused and useful. Finally, the 
data do not provide any information about the working hours and days away from work. Having 
access to more information, the probability of future injuries can be calculated using simpler 
analyses. In addition, the availability of days away from work data can help in developing 
similar models to predict days away from work and indemnity costs specifically as a new study.  
Although this study was focused on analyzing severe injuries in agribusiness industries, a 
similar approach can be taken to analyze severe injuries in other manufacturing industries. There 
may be even a greater opportunity to prevent occupational incidents by implementing the 
approach taken in this study. In addition, the study enlightens the value of ergonomic and health 
data collection and analyses. The results suggest that having access to specific medical and 
health information of the injured workers, quantitative analyses is reliable in estimation of loss 
cost and addressing the bottlenecks in inflated claims. Future work can be done on studying the 
possibilities and tools for collecting ergonomic and health data industry-wise and occupation-
wise. The more detailed and reliable data are available, the more realistic and applicable the 
quantitative analyses will be and the more reliable the models will be for implication in injury 
prediction and reduction.  
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Abstract 
Although Machine learning (ML) methods have been used as an outcome prediction tool 
in many fields, their utilization in predicting incident outcome in occupational safety is relatively 
new. The aim of this study was to conduct a review of ML techniques and test their performance 
in occupational incidents analysis with respect to accessible information of injured workers in 
agribusiness industries. The researchers were specifically interested to examine the extent of ML 
technique success in finding predictive relationships between factors of occupational incidents 
and workers’ compensation claim occurrence and severity. More than 33,000 incidents within 
agribusiness industries in the Midwest of the United States for 2008-2016 were analyzed. The 
total cost of incidents was extracted and classified from workers’ compensation claims. 
Supervised ML algorithms for classification (support vector machines [SVMs] with linear, 
quadratic, and RBF kernel, Boosted Trees, and Naïve Bayes,) were applied. The models can 
predict injury severity classification based on injured body part and body group, nature of injury 
and nature group, cause of injury and cause group, and age and tenure of injured workers with 
high accuracy rate (92% to 98%). The high predictive rates suggest that injuries do not occur at 
random. They also imply that workplace safety should be studied through the quantitative 
analysis of empirical data in addition to being approached solely through expert perspectives 
with regulatory or managerial perspectives. This work makes important contributions in that the 
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results give reliable probabilistic prediction of potential incident outcomes and open the gate to 
addressing workplace safety as an empirically grounded quantitative science. In addition, the 
predictive models obtained from this study can be used to augment the experience of safety 
professionals in agribusiness industries to improve safety intervention efforts.  
Introduction 
Occupational safety incidents affect workers’ life, both in and out of work, and impose a 
considerable economic burden on employers, employees, insurance companies, medical care 
systems, and society as a whole (Suárez Sánchez, Riesgo Fernánde, Sánchez Lasheras, de Cos 
Juez, & García Nieto, 2011). According to an estimation by the International Labor Organization 
(2008), nearly 337 million occupational safety incidents are reported per year globally. 
Occupational injuries and incidents are a result of multiple factors that contribute to the 
occurrence of an incident (Sarkar, Vinay, Raj, Maiti, & Mitra, 2018). Considering the enormous 
human capital and financial losses from injuries, researchers have continually sought ways to 
gain a better understanding of factors that affect the occurrence and severity of incidents, and to 
improve the accuracy of predicting the likelihood of future injuries (Lord & Mannering, 2010). 
Workers’ compensation claims data are considered highly valuable and informative for 
injury analyses as they provide useful details of workplace incidents such as injury cause and 
nature, injured body part, demographics of injured workers, and injury narratives (Wurzelbacher 
et al., 2016; Utterback et al., 2012). Using injury data, occupational incident analysis focuses on 
identifying prevalent causes of incidents to design proper prevention measures (Jacinto, Canoa, 
& Guedes Soaresa, 2009). Due to the significance of occupational injury management from the 
engineering and economic points of view in industry (Bevilacqua, Ciarapica, & Giacchetta, 
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2008), it is necessary to learn from past incidents to plan measures that reduce the likelihood of 
future incidents (Field et al., 2014).  
The typical tool used to study workplace incidents consists of generally descriptive 
statistical analysis (Matias, Rivas, Martin, & Taboada, 2008). However, owing to the availability 
of large data, more advanced analyses can be performed to identify the hidden patterns in data 
(Chen & Luo, 2016). Comparing statistical learning-based models to ML-based methods, the 
latter outperforms in predicting future events (Sarkar, Vinay, Raj, Maiti, & Mitra, 2018). 
Generally, the machine learning algorithms that are applied for classification and regression 
purposes are decision trees, artificial neural networks, extreme learning machines, Bayesian 
networks, and SVMs (Witten, Frank, Hall, & Pal, 2016).  
Classifying and predictive modeling of future events has been done successfully in 
various fields such as engineering, management, healthcare, and medical fields (Oztekin, Al-
Ebbini, Sevkli, & Delen, 2018; Kavakiotis et al., 2017; Kotsampasakou, Montanari, & Ecker, 
2017; Crown, 2015; Zheng et al., 2015; Chou, Cheng, Wu, & Pham, 2014; Aviad & Roy, 2011). 
However, ML techniques have been used on a limited basis in the analysis of occupational 
injuries (Sears, Blanar, & Bowman, 2014; Bevilacqua, Ciarapica, & Giacchetta, 2008). A review 
of literature shows that different ML methods were applied in a limited way in analysis, 
classification, and prediction of occupational injuries- mostly in the construction industry 
(Chokor, Naganathan, Chong, & Asmar, 2016; Chen & Luo, 2016; Yi, Chan, Wang, & Wang, 
2016; Tixier, Hallowell, Rajagopalan, & Bowman, 2016; Leu & Chang, 2013; Rivas et al., 
2011), mining industry (Sanmiquel, Rossell, & Vintro, 2015; He, Chen, Nie, & Zhang, 2010), 
and crash severity analysis in the transportation field (Ding, Chen, & Jiao, 2018; Delen, Tomak, 
Topuz, & Eryarsoy, 2017; Alikhani, Nedaie, & Ahmadvand, 2013; Yu & Abdel-Aty, 2013; Li, 
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Liu, Wang, & Xu, 2011; Lord & Mannering, 2010). Although many studies applied various ML 
algorithms in classification and predictive modeling of occupational incidents in various 
industries, there is no literature on evaluating the performance of ML techniques in classifying 
and predicting the severity of occupational incidents in agribusiness industries in the United 
States. The contribution of this study lies as follows: 
i. This work adds significantly to the current literature because it is the first study that 
applies SVMs with three different kernels, for classification purposes in severity outcome 
prediction of agricultural-related occupational incidents with a dataset containing more 
than 33,000 workers’ compensation claims in more than 17 various agribusiness 
industries in the Midwest of the United States. 
ii. This is the first study that addresses severity of incidents with binary classification in 
agribusiness industries using a mixture of numerical and categorical variables together, in 
the study for injury severity prediction. 
iii. The study validates the ML models by applying various performance criteria per defined 
severity class in addition to overall algorithm accuracy on a new data set (testing data).  
 Different stakeholders may benefit from the ability to predict the severity of a reported 
incident or a likely future incident. This study considers three main beneficiaries: safety 
practitioners and planners in agriculture-related industries who are interested in revising safety 
measures and reducing occupational incident rates; medical providers who need to predict the 
severity of injury using out-of-hospital variables to be able to provide proper medical care in the 
shortest time; and insurance companies that determine their premium based on injury frequency 
and costs using their incident history. 
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This paper has three main goals: (1) applying ML methods to build predictive models for 
incident severity from a workers’ compensation claim dataset in agribusiness industries in the 
Midwest of the United States; (2) validating the ML methods in accurately classifying severity of 
occupational injury outcomes; and (3) comparison of the performance of the ML classification 
methods comprising SVMs with linear, quadratic, and RBF kernels, Boosted Trees, and Naïve 
Bayes, on the performance of occupational injuries severity prediction.   
The second section of the paper includes a discussion of the workers’ compensation 
claims dataset that the modeling was based on, followed by a brief review of various ML 
algorithms utilized for predictive modeling in section 3. Section 4 presents, assesses, and 
compares the results from each classification prediction ML model. Conclusions and discussion 
about the performance of the prediction methods, the effect of classification task on injury 
severity prediction and the applications of the proposed analyses in the safety field and insurance 
analytics complete the paper. 
Data 
Processing data 
In this research, a set of data was available from a leading insurance company located in 
the Midwest of the United States with 34 variables in 33,458 rows (claims). Out of 34 variables, 
16 were selected for the analyses. Selected categorical variables are Market, Sex, Accident State, 
Class description, Occupation, Type of Injury, Injury Cause, injury Cause Group, Injury Nature, 
Injury Nature Group, Body Part Group, Body Part Injured, and Occupation, and continuous 
variables are Age, Tenure, and Class Code (which is the numerical representative of Class 
Description)”. Market refers to those agribusinesses related to co-ops and elevators. 
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Severity classification 
Binary classification is the most popular classification task in ML modeling (Sokolova & 
Lapalme, 2009). A typical workers’ compensation claim is monetary value, called “total 
incurred” amount, which consists of three main cost categories: medical costs, indemnity costs, 
and other expenses.  The dependent variable in this study is the severity outcome of an incidents 
based on its workers’ compensation claim monetary loss. Thus, a new variable, “severity”, was 
added to the dataset with two main levels. Claims with total incurred cost between $0 to $10,000 
were classified as non-severe (NS). Claims with total incurred value above $10,000 were 
classified as severe incidents (S). Based on the new severity classification, 87.6% of claims are 
representative of non-severe incidents followed by 12.29% classified as severe incidents out of 
33,458 total claims.   
Predictor selection 
To determine the dependency of two categorical variables, the chi-square statistical test 
of independence was used. First, the chi-square statistics plus its relevant P-value was calculated 
between each attribute (predictor) and the target variable. If the target variable was independent 
of the input variable, the predictor variable was discarded. Otherwise, the input variable was 
counted as an important predictor of the target variable. The result of chi-square analysis is 
shown in descending order in Table 1. All attributes selected for the study have a significantly 
high chi-square statistics and thus will be used as independent variables in the modeling stage.   
As shown in Table 1, the type of injury is the most important factor in determining the 
severity of an incident. The least important variable, yet statistically significant, is the injury 
cause. The chi-square test shows that the agribusiness industries and the workers’ specific 
occupation class code are also predictors of the incident outcome. However, they were not 
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included in the modeling because when the models were built with and without those two 
variables, in both cases, the model’s performance did not change. To reduce the complexity and 
volume of the proposed models, agribusiness industries and the workers’ specific occupation 
class code were not used for the final modeling phase and results that were presented in this 
work. 
 
Table 1: Variable Importance using Chi-square Test 
Independent Variable Chi-square p-value 
Injury 15989.72 0.00 
Nature of Injury 3070.4 0.00 
Injured Body Part 2056.01 0.00 
Injury Cause Group 1056.91 0.00 
Age 777.63 0.00 
Injured Body Group 513.72 0.00 
Tenure 210.8 0.00 
Injury Nature Group 166.29 0.00 
Cause of Injury 25.96 0.00 
 
Partitioning data 
Data for this analysis were divided into two parts: training set, and testing set. The 
training set includes 70% of the data points. This set is used to fit the model of interest and 
estimate model parameters. The model fitted to the training set is then applied to the testing set, 
which includes 30% of data points that have not been used in the training data points and which 
were used to assess the overall error of the final model. The decision about the usefulness of a 
predictive model is made based on the performance of the model in the test set only. Assigning 
observations to training and testing group was done using a stratified resampling method.  
Stratified sampling is a well-known sampling technique in data mining that can adequately 
capture the characteristics of the data (Shields, Teferra, Hapij, & Daddazio, 2015; May, Maier, & 
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Dandy, 2010). Stratified sampling is conducted in two steps: first, the whole dataset is split into 
non-overlapping subgroups (where datapoints for any individual stratum are in close statistical 
agreement); second, datapoints are resampled randomly from the strata into the two subgroups 
data called training and testing sets (Rezk et al., 2017; Jing, Tian, & Huang, 2015; Sahoo, Zuo, & 
Tiwari, 2012). 
Methods 
The methodology in this research was predictive modeling via several ML classification 
methods. In classification and predictive modeling, ML algorithms were used for predicting the 
class or category of an observation based on the information extracted from a dataset consisting 
of the training data points. The models were then validated on a set of new data called testing 
data. This section presents the prediction and classification methods utilized in this study. ML 
classification and prediction models are preferred over parametric models since the latter did not 
show optimal performance in catching the relationship between the independent variables and 
the target variable of interest in the analysis (Tixier, Hallowell, Rajagopalan, & Bowman, 2016).  
In addition, an approach for comparison of incident severity classification and prediction 
accuracy, based on the monetary costs of workers’ compensation claims, is proposed and 
discussed later. 
Algorithms for severity classification and prediction modeling 
In this study, three classifiers (1) SVMs with linear, quadratic and RBF kernels, (2) 
Boosted Trees (BT), and (3) Naïve Bayes (NB) are applied for classifying and predicting 
occupational incident severity outcomes in agribusiness industries. The reason for performing 
SVMs with different kernel functions is the importance of kernel function selection in improving 
the accuracy of prediction classifiers. The response variable is binary severity class of the 
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incident, and the input variables from Table 1 were selected as the main predictors of incident 
severity, using chi-square test, in the current dataset.  
SVMs 
The SVM originally was developed by Vapnik (1998). SVMs efficiently train the 
learning machines in the kernel-induced feature spaces while considering the insights provided 
by generalized theory and exploiting optimization theory (Taylor & Cristiani, 2000). SVMs with 
nonlinear kernels have been successfully used for classification purposes due to their ability to 
map data in a higher dimensional feature space where classes are easily separable (Olson, Delen, 
& Meng, 2012). Kecman (2005) stated that SVM algorithms have shown comparable or higher 
accuracy in classification and regression problems, in comparison with other statistical and ML 
methods. SVM predictive models yield results with high accuracy in binary classification 
problems (Gangsar & Tiwari, 2017). The reason lies in the SVM algorithm, which identifies an 
optimal boundary able to separate the two classes of the target variable (Mwangi et al., 2015). 
The three popular kernel functions for SVM are linear, radial basis function (RBF), and 
polynomial of degree d.  
Boosted trees (BT) 
As powerful classification algorithms, decision trees (DT) have gained popularity for 
their straightforward interpretability characteristics (Olson, Delen, & Meng, 2012). The main 
reason to use DT is to interpret quantitative and qualitative patterns in the data to explore hidden 
information (Sarkar, Vinay, Raj, Maiti, & Mitra, 2018). Among different classification DT 
algorithms, boosting was considered as one of the most important advances in ML over the last 
20 years since it can turn an ensemble of weak classifiers into strong classifiers (Hastie, 
Tibshirani, & Friedman, 2001). Boosting is an ensemble approach that combines many base 
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models to create predictions (Freund, Schapire, & Abe, 1999). While building BT, a sequence of 
very small trees is grown such that a successive tree focuses on the attributes of the training set 
that were missed in the preceding tree (Hastie, Tibshirani, & Friedman, 2001). In this study, BT 
was used for the classification of injury severity outcomes. In addition to successfully classifying 
and predicting injury severity outcomes (Sut & Simsek, 2011), BT models can contribute to 
identifying factors that affect incident severity from the input variables (Zheng, Lu, & Lantz, 
2018). Also, BT models can be used in computing the extent of each variable’s importance in 
predicting the severity classification of an injury (Saha, Alluri, & Gan, 2015).  
Naïve Bayes (NB) 
Bayesian classifiers are based around the Bayes rule that uses conditional probabilities 
for classification of a categorical target variable based on the input variables (Troussa, Virvou, 
Espinosa, Llaguno, & Caro, 2013). The NB classifier is one of the most widely used classifiers in 
machine learning. NB assumes that variables are conditionally independent and, despite being a 
simplistic method, it reports the best performance in various classification tasks (Moreira, 
Rodrigues, Oliveira, Saleem, & Neto, 2016). In other words, the NB algorithm reduces the 
complexity of Bayesian classifiers by making a conditional independence assumption that 
dramatically decreases the number of parameters to be estimated from the original 2(2n -1) to just 
2n when modeling P(X|Y), where X is the independent variable, Y is the categorical response 
variable, and n is the number of independent variables used in the analysis (Mitchell, 2015). In 
addition, NB is one the fastest classifiers for prediction and classification purposes on large-scale 
datasets that can handle both categorical and continuous data (Bhowmik, 2015). Therefore, NB 
has been proven to be a simple and effective ML classifier in text classification studies (Liu, 
Blasch, Chen, Shen, & Chen, 2013). Considering injury severity as a binary variable with two 
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classes, NB models have shown a considerably high accuracy (Marucci-Wellman, Corns, & 
Lehto, 2017).  
Model quantitative performance metrics 
To compare classification models, various performance metrics gained from a confusion 
matrix are used typically. The confusion matrix for a binary classifier is shown in Table 2. The 
confusion matrix, which has the form of a contingency table, shows how the observations are 
spread over actual classes (rows) and predicted classes (columns) (Guns, Lioma, & Larsen, 
2012).  
The main diagonal elements of the matrix, which is the collection of entries nij, where i = 
j, represents the correctly classified instances. The off-diagonal elements (i ≠ j) demonstrate 
incorrectly classified elements. In particular, one class i can be distinguished as one of four kinds 
of instances. True positive (TP) and false positive (FP) are instances of correct and incorrect 
classifications per actual class, respectively. True negative (TN) and false negative (FN) are 
instances of correct and incorrect rejections per actual class, respectively. The counts in the 
matrix are determined as nTP = nii, nFP = ni+- nii, nFN = n+j- nii, and nTN = n - nTP- nFP- nFN, where n 
is the total number of elements of the confusion matrix, ni+ and n+j represents the sums of the 
confusion matrix elements over row i and column j, respectively (Labatut & Cherifi, 2011). 
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Table 2: Confusion Matrix for Binary Classification Model (Mathew, 2016; Labatut & Cherifi, 2011) 
 Predicted Class 
Actual Class NS (Negative) S (Positive) Sum 
NS 
(Negative) 
 
nTN (number of cases predicted as 
non-severe; were actually non-
severe) 
 
nFP (number of cases predicted 
as severe; were actually non-
severe) 
 
nTN + nFP 
S 
(positive) 
nFN (number of cases predicted as 
non-severe; were actually severe) 
nTP (number of cases predicted 
as severe; were actually severe) 
 
nFN + nTP 
Sum nTN + nFN nFP + nTP Total 
 
In this study, the binary confusion matrix for each ML model is built and used for 
calculating the model performance quantitative measures. In the following, the metrics for model 
performance evaluation are presented and described (Mathew, 2016; Guns, Lioma, & Larsen, 
2012; Shreve, Schneider, & Soysal, 2011; Sokolova & Lapalme, 2009). 
i. Recall (Sensitivity) = TP ⁄ (FN + TP), which shows the effectiveness of a classifier in 
identifying positive labels (Sokolova & Lapalme, 2009). 
ii. Specificity = TN ⁄ (TN + FP), which shows how effectively a classifier recognizes 
negative labels (Sokolova & Lapalme, 2009). 
iii. Precision = TP ⁄ (FP + TP), which evaluates class agreement of the data labels with the 
positive labels defined by the classifier (Sokolova & Lapalme, 2009). 
iv. F − score = 2(Precision ∗ Recall) ⁄ (Precision + Recall), which is a weighted average 
of the recall and precision (Shreve, Schneider, & Soysal, 2011; Guns, Lioma, & Larsen, 
2012).  
v. Overall Accuracy = (TN + TP) ⁄ Total, which shows how often the classifier is correct 
in overall (Mathew, 2016). 
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vi. Overall Error Rate = 1 − Accuracy, which shows how often the classifier is wrong in 
overall (Mathew, 2016). 
Results 
The ML models were used to classify the binary severe/non-severe response using the 
input variables from Table 1. In this section, the performance of the ML models on the training, 
testing, and overall datasets is presented and discussed.  The quantitative measures of model 
performance are gained from the confusion matrices, which include the frequency of the binary 
response in actual and predicted classes.  The model performance metrics are also explained. A 
discussion of the information gained from BT and NB models regarding the factors influential on 
predicting the injury severity outcomes, completes this section.  
Results analysis and model evaluation 
Data were split into a training set (70%) that includes 23,421 incidents and a testing set 
(30%) that has 10,037 incidents records. Assigning datapoints to the training and testing datasets 
was done using stratified resampling. The models that were built using the training data were 
then used on the testing data to evaluate their performance. The results of models in classifying 
severe and non-severe injuries in actual versus predicted relevant categories are represented in 
the confusion matrices as shown in Tables 3 to 7.  
 
Table 3: Confusion Matrix for Binary Classification and Prediction by Linear SVM Model 
SVM 
(Linear) 
Predicted (Training) Predicted (Testing) Predicted (Overall) 
Actual NS S Sum NS S Sum NS S Sum 
NS 20,100 443 20,543 8,620 183 8,803 28,720 626 29,346 
S 1,010 1,868 2,878 444 790 1,234 1,454 2,658 4,112 
Sum 21,110 2,311 23,421 9,064 973 10,037 30,174 3,284 33,458 
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Table 4: Confusion Matrix for Binary Classification and Prediction by Quadratic SVM Model 
SVM 
(Quadratic) 
Predicted (Training) Predicted (Testing) Predicted (Overall) 
Actual NS S Sum NS S Sum NS S Sum 
NS 20,104 439 20,543 8,638 165 8,803 28,742 604 29,346 
S 920 1,958 2,878 389 845 1,234 1,309 2,803 4,112 
Sum 21,024 2,397 23,421 9,027 1,010 10,037 30,051 3,407 33,458 
 
 
Table 5: Confusion Matrix for Binary Classification and Prediction by RBF SVM Model 
SVM (RBF) Predicted (Training) Predicted (Testing) Predicted (Overall) 
Actual NS S Sum NS S Sum NS S Sum 
NS 20,465 78 20,543 8,775 28 8,803 29,240 106 29,346 
S 412 2,466 2,878 129 1,105 1,234 541 3,571 4,112 
Sum 20,877 2,544 23,421 8,904 1,133 10,037 29,781 3,677 33,458 
 
 
Table 6: Confusion Matrix for Binary Classification and Prediction by BT Model 
BT Predicted (Training) Predicted (Testing) Predicted (Overall) 
Actual NS S Sum NS S Sum NS S Sum 
NS 20,095 448 20,543 8,622 181 8,803 28,717 629 29,346 
S 1,002 1,876 2,878 442 792 1,234 1,444 2,668 4,112 
Sum 21,097 2,324 23,421 9,064 973 10,037 30,161 3,297 33,458 
 
 
Table 7: Confusion Matrix for Binary Classification and Prediction by NB Model 
NB Predicted (Training) Predicted (Testing) Predicted (Overall) 
Actual NS S Sum NS S Sum NS S Sum 
NS 19,392 1,151 20,543 8,274 529 8,803 27,666 1,680 29,346 
S 658 2,220 2,878 274 960 1,234 932 3,180 4,112 
Sum 20,050 3,371 23,421 8,548 1,489 10,037 28,598 4,860 33,458 
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Using the confusion matrices results, the performance evaluation metrics for binary 
severity classification are presented and discussed. The confusion matrices values are obtained 
based on the classification models and then used for calculating the performance evaluation 
metrics including recall (sensitivity), specificity, precision, F- score, overall accuracy rate, and 
overall error (misclassification) rate. The main purpose of comparing model performance is to 
determine the accuracy differences among all model types to choose the best model (Oztekin, 
Al-Ebbini, Sevkli, & Delen, 2018). The prediction results on training, testing, and overall 
datasets are presented in Table 8, Table 9, and Table 10 respectively.  
Considering all model performance metrics, SVM with RBF kernel outperforms the 
linear and quadratic SVM models, as well as the BT and NB models, indicating the better 
performance of SVM (RBF) in terms of the present dataset analysis in particular compared to 
simple linear and quadratic kernels. In addition, all SVM models, regardless of the kernel 
function, show equal or higher values of F-score, overall accuracy, and lower overall 
misclassification rate compared to BT and NB. 
Positive and negative classes in this study were considered as S, and NS respectively. 
This was used in interpreting recall and specificity values. Recall value shows the models’ 
performance in classifying the S cases while specificity reveals the models’ ability in classifying 
the NS cases correctly. All models were capable of classifying NS injuries with high accuracy 
between 94.28% and 99.64% considering all datasets. This was expected due to the high 
frequency of NS cases in the original dataset. Regarding the recall values, SVM (RBF) had the 
highest overall classifying power of 86.84% compared to all others that have a recall value 
between 64.88% to 77.33%. This was important since the proportion of S cases is only 12.29% 
of all the datapoints.   
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Another metric used in this study was the F-score. To evaluate the performance of a 
classifier, the F-score is one of the most useful measures since it is the harmonic mean of 
precision and recall (Guns, Lioma, & Larsen, 2012). Overall, SVM classifiers showed a higher 
F-score compared to BT and NB with values of 0.72, 0.75, and 0.92 for linear, quadratic and 
RBF kernels respectively. Considering F-score as a weighted measure of performance between 
recall and precision, SVM (RBF) has shown better performance in predicting the incident 
severity classification.  
 
 
Table 8: Model Performance on Training Data  
Algorithm Recall Specificity Precision F-score Overall Accuracy Overall Error 
SVM (Linear) 80.83% 97.84% 80.83% 0.72 93.80% 6.20% 
SVM (Quadratic) 68.03% 97.86% 81.69% 0.74 94.20% 5.80% 
SVM (RBF) 85.68% 99.62% 96.93% 0.91 97.91% 2.09% 
BT 65.18% 97.82% 80.72% 0.72 93.81% 6.19% 
NB 77.14% 94.40% 65.86% 0.71 92.28% 7.72% 
 
 
Table 9: Model Performance on Test Data  
Algorithm Recall Specificity Precision F-score Overall Accuracy Overall Error 
SVM (Linear) 64.02% 97.92% 91.19% 0.72 93.75% 6.25% 
SVM (Quadratic) 68.48% 98.13% 83.66% 0.75 94.48% 5.52% 
SVM (RBF) 89.55% 99.68% 97.53% 0.93 98.44% 1.56% 
BT 64.18% 97.94% 81.40% 0.72 93.79% 6.21% 
NB 77.80% 93.99% 64.47% 0.70 92.00% 8.00% 
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Table 10: Overall Model Performance 
Algorithm Recall Specificity Precision F-score Overall Accuracy Overall Error 
SVM (Linear) 64.64% 97.87% 80.94% 0.72 93.78% 6.22% 
SVM (Quadratic) 68.17% 97.94% 82.27% 0.75 94.28% 5.72% 
SVM (RBF) 86.84% 99.64% 97.12% 0.92 98.07% 1.93% 
BT 64.88% 97.86% 80.92% 0.72 93.80% 6.20% 
NB 77.33% 94.28% 65.43% 0.70 92.19% 7.81% 
 
Based on the analysis in this study, BT and NB models did not show the best 
performance in predicting incident severity outcomes. Yet, they have high overall predictive 
accuracy rates (93.80% for BT and 92.19% for NB) and provide useful information about the 
most important factors in predicting the severity of occupational incidents in agribusiness 
industries.  
Fifty BTs were built in this study, and the effect of each variable on the severity outcome 
is the average of its role in building all the trees. The results from the BT models indicated that, 
on average, the most significant variable in prediction of injury severity level was the type of 
injury (61.14%). Cause of injury, injured body part (s), and nature of injury were statistically 
important variables as well. The least significant variables in estimating the severity outcomes 
were age and tenure of the injured workers. 
Considering layouts for all fifty trees, the factors with highest contribution to severe 
injuries were identified. All permanent partial disabilities were predicted as severe. The causes of 
injury that contributed significantly to the severity of occupational injuries in this analysis 
included injuries caused by repetitive motions, twisting, pushing and pulling, lifting, strain, slip 
on ice or snow, falling from ladder or elevation, using tools or machinery, objects being lifted or 
handled, and falling or flying objects. The injured body parts and groups that contributed to the 
severity of occupational injuries in upper extremities and lower extremities were predicted to 
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occur in shoulder(s) and knee, lower leg, ankle, wrist, elbow, skull, soft tissues, hip, and 
abdomen including groin. The most significant natures of injuries predicted to result in severe 
injuries included concussion, dislocation, carpal tunnel syndrome, hernia, rupture, fracture, strain 
or tear, multiple injuries, and respiratory disorders.    
According to the NB predictive model, permanent partial disabilities, in addition to 
temporary total or temporary partial disabilities, had higher probability of ending severely 
compared to other types of injuries. Also, cause groups of injury with highest contribution to 
severe incidents were strain or injury by, and fall, slip, or trip injury groups. Considering cause 
of injury, injured body part (s) and groups, and injury nature, results from NB models agree with 
the BT identifying the same factors and levels as the most important predictors of severe 
incidents.  
Conclusions and Discussion 
Many studies have applied regression and classification models in prediction of injury 
outcomes in various fields including medical, mining, and construction sectors. To the author’s 
knowledge, this study is the first to apply three ML methods in classifying injury severity 
outcomes in agroindustry. This study incorporated a large dataset with a large number of 
demographic information and injury specific details in prediction of occupational injury severity 
in agribusiness industries. The relative variable importance helped in providing insights about 
the information with higher value in predicting injury severity level.  
Considering all metrics of model evaluation, SVM with RBF kernel outperformed all 
other models in the current dataset and can be proposed as a superior method for injury severity 
outcome prediction based on information from workers’ compensation claims data. The high 
prediction power of the SVM classifiers indicate that they supersede simpler models such as BT 
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and NB in correctly and specifically classifying a target variable and justifies the choice of ML 
algorithms over parametric models. In addition, the results indicated that the ML models were 
able to predict the severity of injury outcomes with the highest accuracy rate of 98.44% on the 
test data with 99.68% accuracy in classifying NS and 89.55% accuracy in classifying S outcomes 
successfully. This suggest that injury severity is not random and underlying patterns and trends 
can be revealed and discussed using powerful ML models. According to this study, the authors 
suggest that occupational injuries should be studied empirically and quantitatively in addition to 
being qualitatively approached through expert opinions with regulatory or managerial 
perspectives only. This provides the ground for applying quantitative modeling techniques in 
addressing safety concerns prior to, or along with, risk planning and management. ML models 
can be used in complementing the experts’ opinions including data-driven decision-making for 
safety practitioners and risk analysts in safety management field. For instance, the ML models 
built based on prior data for a specific industry can be used on new injury data from similar 
industries as a useful platform for providing safety practitioners with actionable feedback to plan 
more effective intervention efforts in a given workplace. This study is also useful for medical 
providers that need to predict the severity of an incidents using out-of-hospital variables to be 
able to provide proper medical care in the shortest time. This method also has applications in 
insurance premium setting by carefully analyzing their injury records prior to setting a new or 
adjusted premium. 
However, this study has some limitations. One main limitation is the imbalanced 
frequency of S vs. NS incident cases. This shortcoming can be addressed in future studies by 
applying proper computational tools to generate similar cases for the less frequent category so 
that the whole dataset becomes less imbalanced for further analysis. Most models work better in 
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predicting the NS levels with visibly much higher accuracy. Future studies could focus on 
analyzing the severe incidents using more sophisticated classifiers such as deep learning models 
to capture the patterns in these rare occupational injuries.  
In addition, it should be noted that the results of the study are conditional on the 
occurrence of the incident. In other words, the ML models used the information from the 
workers’ compensation claims that are filed for a past occupational injury as the predictors of 
injury severity. It is valuable to do injury severity outcome prediction prior to the occurrence of 
incidents based on workers’ medical records, injury history, and work environment. Since such 
data is currently unavailable, future research can focus on gathering such data to identify the 
important predictors of injury severity based on workers’ specific medical history combined with 
the workplace environmental factors. Another area for future research would be to combine 
workers’ medical data and workers’ compensation data to model the interactive factors of injury, 
injury severity and costs, to predict days away from work as the result of the injury. Another 
important direction for future research is to apply the same ML techniques in other industries to 
validate the techniques and results of this study.  
Also, the workers’ compensation claims dataset includes a column known as claim 
description that contains long textual narratives of the incident. As textual information is 
considered unstructured, future studies can be done on designing algorithms to extract patterns of 
injuries by text mining such information.   
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CHAPTER 5.    GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
Research Findings and Conclusions 
The overall objectives of this study were to identify underlying patterns of occupational 
injuries and investigate the factors influential in estimating the occurrence and severity of 
occupational incident outcomes in agribusiness industries by analyzing workers’ compensation 
claims. The overall objectives were operationalized into three separate studies presented in 
chapters 2, 3, and 4. 
The study in chapter 2 focused on predicting monetary loss of future severe occupational 
incidents in agribusiness industries. The study utilized generalized linear regression models with 
heavy-tailed distributions to address the skewed nature of large claims. Using the lasso shrinkage 
method, the final model consisted of the variables with the highest effect on estimating the 
claims costs. Monte Carlo simulation of the final model was also done to test the performance of 
the generalized linear regression models in accurate prediction of future claims costs. The results 
showed that the generalized linear regression model with gamma distribution had the highest 
accuracy in predicting the cost of future occupational injuries. Also, the model showed that 
injuries in the grain handling sector had the highest costs among all other agribusiness industries. 
Specific occupations with highest predicted occupational injury costs were grain elevator 
operations, chauffeurs and helpers, hay grain or feed dealers, farm machinery operations, corn 
product manufacturing operations, and food manufacturing operations. Occupational injuries 
with highest costs were predicted to have characteristics of amputation and respiratory orders. In 
addition, the same injuries were predicted to have higher costs if occurred in neck, whole body, 
and skull compared to fingers, multiple trunk, and shoulder(s). 
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The study in chapter 3 focused on identifying meaningful classes of occupational 
incidents based on large workers’ compensation claims, and investigating whether the identified 
classes could be useful in predicting costs and characteristics of future injuries. The study 
utilized a two-level model. First, three main classes were identified using latent class analysis, 
each of which represented different injury characteristics. Second, the neural network predictive 
model showed that the characteristics of future incidents, based on the probability of belonging 
to a specific class, could be predicted with 94% accuracy. The result showed that the 
occupational incidents in major agribusiness industries consist of segments characterized by the 
distinct nature of injury patterns and occupation classes. The results from the latent class analysis 
showed that the driving factors of loss include strain, tear, fracture, contusion, laceration, 
amputation, burn, concussion, and crushing when leading to permanent partial disabilities in 
lower back area, shoulders, knees, soft tissues, hip, lower leg, ankle, skull, finger, foot, hand, and 
multiple body parts. The highest costs were incurred on those incidents caused by vehicle upset, 
machinery, falling or flying objects, motor vehicles, pushing or pulling, strain or injury by, 
twisting, and falling on ice or snow. Such high costs occupational injuries mainly occurred in the 
occupational classes of grain elevator operations, grain milling, hay grain feeder or dealer, 
chauffeurs or helpers, and gas or oil dealers. 
The study in chapter 4 focused on evaluating the performance of machine learning 
methods in classifying and predicting severity of injuries in agribusiness industries. Supervised 
machine learning models including support vector machines; boosted trees and Naïve Bayes 
were used to extract factors that contributed to severity class prediction in workers’ 
compensation claims. The results suggested that the most significant variables in prediction of 
injury severity level are the type of injury, cause of injury, injured body part(s), and nature of 
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injury, respectively. Also, the models predicted permanent partial disabilities as severe injuries. 
In addition, the causes of injury that contribute significantly to the severity of occupational 
incidents include injuries caused by repetitive motions, twisting, pushing and pulling, lifting, 
strain, slip on ice or snow, falling from ladder (elevation), using tools or machinery, objects 
being lifted or handled, and falling or flying objects. The injured body parts and groups that 
contribute to the severity of occupational injuries in upper extremities and lower extremities 
were predicted to occur in shoulder(s) and knee, lower leg, ankle, wrist, elbow, skull, soft tissues, 
hip, and abdomen including groin. The most significant natures of injuries predicted to result in 
severe injuries include concussion, dislocation, carpal tunnel syndrome, hernia, rupture, fracture, 
strain or tear, multiple injuries, and respiratory disorders. 
Both studies in chapters 2 and 3 were focused on analyzing workers’ compensation 
claims with a total incurred amount equal to or more than $100,000. The main purpose of 
analyzing such claims was because there is no study that focuses specifically on high-cost 
incidents in agribusiness studies. The study in chapter 4 was also the first in addressing the 
application of machine learning methods in injury classification and prediction in agribusiness 
industries. The results gained from the studies in chapters 2, 3, and 4 have applications for 
insurance companies, risk managers, and safety practitioners. 
Insurance companies can benefit from the results of the study in developing future 
financial plans, managing claims costs, and setting premiums based on analysis of historical data. 
From the insurance business analytics perspective, the results of the study will help in changing 
the e-mod rate for specific high-cost agribusiness sectors. The insight gained through this study 
can be used to define a different categorization in the workers’ compensation field based on 
injury characteristics for severe injuries. 
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In addition, risk managers and safety practitioners may find the results of this study 
useful as safety professionals have long attempted to improve safety prediction. Analyzing 
empirical data to extract risk indicators adds predictivity to risk scenarios and helps in efficiently 
planning and modifying loss approaches in agribusiness industries. This work provides a basis 
for analyzing severe injuries in a high-hazard industrial environment. Reducing total cost of risk 
is a major goal for risk managers, and for claim and safety professionals in any organization. The 
results of the study have significant implications in determining which ergonomic investments 
will have greatest impact on a company loss. Such insight informs technical and managerial 
decisions about the planning and executing risk management programs in agribusiness industries. 
Technical decisions answer the question of what action should be taken in which areas while 
managerial decisions reply the question that how and by whom the actions should be taken. A 
risk management program includes stages of identifying risk exposures, measuring and 
estimation of risk exposures, risk mitigation strategies, and continuous performance evaluation 
of risk mitigation strategies. For instance, the predictive models built based on prior data for a 
specific industry can be used on new injury data from similar industries as a useful platform for 
providing safety practitioners with actionable feedback to plan more effective intervention 
efforts in a given workplace. The results of the study are also useful for medical providers that 
need to predict the severity of an incidents using out-of-hospital variables to be able to provide 
proper medical care in the shortest time. 
Regarding the classification of injury severity outcomes, support vector machines, 
specifically SVMs with RBF kernel function, outperformed all other models in the current 
dataset and can be proposed as a superior method for injury severity outcome prediction based 
on information from workers’ compensation claims data. The high prediction power of the SVM 
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classifiers indicate that they supersede simpler models such as boosted trees and Naïve Bayes in 
correctly and specifically classifying a target variable and justifies the choice of machine 
learning algorithms over parametric models. In addition, the results indicated that the machine 
learning models were able to predict the severity of injury outcomes with the highest accuracy 
rate of 98.44% on the test data with 99.68% accuracy in classifying non-severe and 89.55% 
accuracy in classifying severe outcomes successfully. This suggest that injury severity is not 
random and underlying patterns and trends can be revealed and discussed using powerful 
machine learning models. 
Limitations 
Even though workers’ compensation claims include useful detailed information about 
injuries, they have several limitations as a surveillance source. This study has several limitations 
arising from the nature of the data. 
First, out of the total 39,782 recorder injuries in the dataset, 6.95% of the data in this 
study was imputed for being incorrect or missed. Imputation was required because claims are 
filed manually, and human error plays a role in incorrect data entry. Those imputed data lines 
may include useful information that may have affected some parts of the results. Third, the data 
were imbalanced considering the classification of injury severity outcome based on total incurred 
values. There were 30,741 injuries (83.05% of the total) with costs of $0 to $10,000; 14.16% 
between $10,000 and $100,000; and 2.79% with total incurred cost from more than $100,000 to 
almost $8,000,000. The binary classification based on the total incurred amounts created 
imbalanced data, which is another limitation in predictive modeling. 
In addition, many workers’ compensation claims datasets do not have information about 
insured client employees’ counts and hours worked. Counts and hours worked of employees are 
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essential in estimating rates with full-time equivalents (FTEs). The significance of FTEs lies in 
their application as the most consistent basis for workers’ risk comparison in different industries. 
Another limitation of the study is that the dataset does not provide any information of the 
medical history of the injured workers. Even though age was not selected as an important 
variable in the prediction of severe injuries, the analysis shows that a higher age of workers 
imposes higher medical and indemnity costs on the employers, employees, and insurance 
companies. This confirms prior research that age-related disorders may be exacerbated by 
hazards in the workplace. 
Furthermore, the workers’ compensation claims data are not publicly shared. Thus, the 
results of this study are valid within the scope of the data used for the analyses. The absence of 
external similar data to assess the validity of this study and compare the results is a considerable 
limitation. 
In addition, it should be noted that the results of the study are conditional on the 
occurrence of the incident. In other words, the predictive modeling approach in this research 
used the information from the workers’ compensation claims that were filed for a past 
occupational injury as the predictors of injury severity. It is valuable to do injury severity 
outcome prediction prior to the occurrence of incidents based on workers’ medical records, 
injury history, and work environment. 
Future Works 
Future studies can focus on addressing the shortcomings arising from the nature of 
workers’ compensation data. Regarding the imbalanced data in binary classification of total 
incurred costs of claims, future studies can focus on applying proper computational tools to 
generate similar cases for the less frequent category so that the whole dataset becomes less 
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imbalanced for further analysis. Also, most models work better in predicting the non-severe 
levels with visibly much higher accuracy. Future studies could focus on analyzing the severe 
incidents using more sophisticated classifiers such as deep learning models to capture the 
patterns in these rare occupational injuries. 
Another direction for future research is to collect data on insured client employees’ 
counts and hours worked. Having access to such information of the injured workers, further 
analyses can be done to estimate loss cost and address the bottlenecks in large claims. 
In addition, analyzing prior records of injury per worker would clarify more information 
about the high medical costs. Future studied can focus on collecting ergonomics and health data 
in agribusiness industries to do similar analyses and make action plans to reduce the total cost of 
risk. 
Also, future studies can be done on similar data from other insurance companies to 
compare the results and gain a more holistic view of the injury surveillance. Applying predictive 
modeling in occupational injury analysis from other companies provides the groundwork for a 
comparison study that will reveal useful information regarding the injury characteristics in 
similar industries. 
Further research can focus on performing injury severity outcome prediction analyses 
prior to the occurrence of incidents based on workers’ medical records, injury history, and work 
environment. Since such data are currently unavailable, future research can focus on gathering 
such data to identify the important predictors of injury severity based on workers’ specific 
medical history combined with the workplace environmental factors. 
Another area for future research would be to combine workers’ medical data and 
workers’ compensation data to model the interactive factors of injury, injury severity, and costs, 
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to predict days away from work as the result of the injury. Another important direction for future 
research is to apply the same predictive modeling techniques in other industries to validate the 
techniques and results of this study. 
Furthermore, the workers’ compensation claims dataset includes a column known as 
claim description that contains long textual narratives of the incident. As textual information is 
considered unstructured, future studies can be done on designing algorithms to extract patterns of 
injuries by text mining such information. 
Moreover, the data do not provide any information about the working hours and days 
away from work. Having access to more information, the probability of future injuries can be 
calculated using simpler analyses. In addition, the availability of days away from work data can 
help in developing similar models to predict days away from work and indemnity costs 
specifically as a new study. 
Finally, some parts of this study were focused on analyzing severe injuries in 
agribusiness industries. Similarly, predictive modeling can be utilized to analyze severe injuries 
in other manufacturing industries. There may be even a greater opportunity to prevent 
occupational incidents by implementing the approach taken in this study. Future work can be 
done on studying the possibilities and tools for collecting ergonomic and health data industry-
wise and occupation-wise. The more detailed and reliable data are available, the more realistic 
and applicable the quantitative analyses will be and the more reliable the models will be for 
implication in injury prediction and reduction. This modeling strategy can be used in different 
datasets that include enormous amounts of claims. Future studies should focus on applying other 
types of regression to evaluate their performance to check the consistency of the results. Based 
on the results, further investigations can be done in the highest risk occupation environment to 
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focus specific safety intervention efforts. Integrating the analysis of empirical data with 
knowledge of safety practitioners in safety regulations, training and education of employees is 
expected to decline the rate and outcome of severe injuries. 
To conclude, predictive modeling of a large workers’ compensation claims dataset in 
agribusiness industries in this study showed that accurate classification, prediction, and modeling 
of injury severity outcomes can contribute to identifying the prevalent causes of occupational 
injuries as well as high-risk industries and occupations that are more prone to incidents due to 
their nature and environment. Therefore, the results of this study can be used in planning for 
remedial actions, revising safety standards, and improving safety efforts. Implementing the 
revised safety measures by organizations can prevent or reduce occupational injuries and save 
lives. 
